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Abstract

Abstract

Abstract: Petri nets are a formal and graphical tool proposed to model and to analyze
behavior of concurrent systems. In its basic version, this model is defined as a fixed
graph, where the behavior of the system is modeled as the marking of the graph that
changes over time. This constraint makes the Petri Nets a poor tool to deal with
reconfigurable systems where the structure of the system can change as its behavior,
during time. Many extended Petri nets were proposed to deal with this weakness. The
aim of this work is to present an extension where the structure of the graph can be
highly flexible. This flexibility gives a rich model with complex behaviors, not allowed
in previous extensions. The second aim is to prove that even these behaviors are so
complex; they can be encoded in other models and so be analyzed.
Keywords: Petri Nets, Dynamic Nets, Reconfigurable Systems, Extended Petri Nets,
Flexible Nets.
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Introduction
The development of computer science technologies and the increasing of users
requirements is the most reason of the born of sophisticated solutions. Mobility with its soft
and hard aspects is one of these solutions. When some disaster menaces a critical system
during its execution, it seems a good idea to transfer this system and to save its state to
another side more secure, where it can continue its execution. By soft mobility, we mean a
system where code can migrate from one site to another site. Many reasons can cause such
migration and many methods and techniques can be used. On the other hand, travelling users
who request some computing services need also some specific mobile devices. In this last
case, we talk about hard mobility. Solutions that study and consider soft mobility are
classified as mobile code studies. Solutions dealing with hard mobility concern wireless and
mobile networking. The most of current problems in computer science and also in
telecommunication fields require hybrid solutions where soft and hard mobility are employed
together.
Mobile Computing covers the two fields of Mobile devices and Mobile codes. Mobile
computing knows an increasing use in computer science and in telecommunication field. The
90th decade was known by the development and a particular concentration on mobile code
technologies [51]. In this period, researches on mobile code reached a maturated state. This
maturity allows researchers in the domain to propose many technologies as programming
languages and developing environment supporting mobility aspects. These programming
languages and environments spread mobile code technologies and make it one of the basic
solutions in computer science design methods. The second decade (after 2000) is more known
by the growing of mobile and wireless networking technologies [50]. With the development
and the elaboration of mobile computing technologies, some unresolved problems can be
resolved but also some traditional problems can have more sophisticated and adapted
solutions.
In software engineering, the development of any solution is realized through a set of
developing steps. Each step produces some middle-product that can be used as input for the
following step. The final product will be the requested solution as a software system. These
steps start always by an analysis of the requirements, the current problems, and the available
technologies and solutions. This analysis opens road to a series of other phases. Briefly, a
design step offers the architecture of the system and the set of its modules, then a coding step
that transforms this architecture to a real system ready to be executed, finally test activity is
used to find errors and debug the system. The poorness of the test activity requires two other
activities: verification and validation. To ensure that the system realized is correct,
verification activities can be included into the design steps or after the coding of the system.
To insure that the system conforms to the first requirements defined by the future users,
validation activities must also be achieved between steps of the development process and on
the final product of the development. The middle-products can be described using formal
languages. A formal language uses a well defined syntax to describe the product, and has a
formal semantics. This formal semantics allows the developer to apply formal verification.
When a formal language is used in a developing process, some of the products are presented
as formal description that we call formal specifications of the system. In a Complete Formal
Approach, all steps of the development are realized using formal tools. A formal language is
used to present the result of the analysis, the architecture of the system is described formally,
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and the architecture can be transformed formally (some time also automatically) to a code. In
a formal approach, the verification can be realized through all phases (and also can be
automated). Formal methods are methods where the developer uses some formal language to
describe its product at some level as a formal specification, and then apply some technique to
verify some properties in this specification. The use of formal methods was proposed with the
first proposition of software engineering as a discipline to guide developers to produce high
quality software. However the use of formal methods was always limited. This is due,
sometimes to the difficulties that seems as a disadvantage of these methods, and sometimes to
the non-conscience of developers of the power of such techniques to produce software with
no errors. Though these problems, researches on formal methods were not stopped, many
formal languages and many verification techniques were elaborated, developed, and used in
some applications. In the most approach of software engineering, we consider that a system is
always a combination of a set of structures (representing data used by the software) and a
dynamic that represents the execution of the system. Following this last consideration, formal
methods were proposed to specify and verify even the structure of the system or the dynamic
of this system. Some formal methods are more general and allow the developer to specify the
structure and the dynamic of the system. The idea of mobility in computer science imposes
challenges to the developer in many levels and on many aspects. Programmers were interested
to proposing technologies that allow the implementation of mobility in computing, and their
efforts make it possible to implement many ideas that seem fantasy firstly. Designers were
interested to propose approaches, and design/specification languages to guide developers in
this new area. On the other hand, researchers on formal methods, tried to give their part in this
evolution.
To specify mobility in computing, some researchers propose the use of classical formal
tools and methods. They argue their choice to the maturity of these classical techniques and
their richness on the verification aspect. Other researchers consider that classical formal tools
and methods are poor and have not the expressive power to handle a complex aspect as
mobility. These researchers consider that the specification of mobility requires new formal
methods or at least an important update of the classical methods. The motivation behind the
proposition of a new formal method for mobility is always to give a tool with more
expressiveness or a tool that can treat some aspect not considered by existing tools. Through
our investigation in this research, we have concluded that formal methods proposed in mobile
computing can be divided into three families: methods based on Processes Algebra calculi
[9], those based on Petri Nets [27], and finally someone which were based on Rewriting
Logic [39]. In a Processes-Algebra, processes are considered as algebra-operands and a set
of operators are defined to manipulate these processes as their operands. The CCS [1]
(calculus of communicating systems) is the famous classical formalism proposed as a
processes-algebra. This algebra has been extended to handle mobility, the obtained calculus is
-calculus [2]. With CCS, one can specify a set of processes that communicate through a set
of gates. These gates are used as a synchronization tools between processes. In the -calculus,
a sender uses its output gate to send some information to a receiver; this last one receives the
information through its input gate. The idea in the -calculus is that the communicated
information can be the name of a gate. So a sender can send to a receiver the name of a gate.
The receiver can use this new name as an input or output gate. With this idea, the -calculus
can be used to specify a system where its configuration can be changed during its execution.
The -calculus is more adequate to specify systems where processes are fixe, but their
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communication gates can be updated through the execution of the system. To give more
expressiveness to this calculus, the HO-calculus [3] (high order -calculus) was proposed. In
this extension, processes can exchange other processes through gates (the exchanged
processes are called agents). With HO-calculus, one can specify systems where processes
migrate. One of the most important notions in mobility is the processes‟ localities. Mobility in
a computing system can be inspected through the change of processes localities. The
precedent calculi don‟t specify this notion. Mobile ambient [4], and Join calculus [5] are two
calculi which can be considered as extension of -calculus, and that allow to specify explicitly
processes localities. In mobile ambients, agents (or processes) can be into an ambient. Agents
can migrate from one ambient to another ambient; this can model a code that migrates from
one device to another device. Ambients can be structured hierarchically. An ambient can
surround a set of ambients, and an internal ambient can change its locality (its surrounding
ambient). Migration of ambients can model hard mobility in wireless and mobile networks.
The join-calculus is proposed as a calculus for mobile agents programming. In this calculus,
agents are called locations. Locations can migrate and they are transparent. The transparency
of locations makes interactions between them implicitly. A location can interact with another
location if it knows its name. Other extensions of these calculi were proposed to deal with
some specific aspects of mobility like: s-claculus [7], and sjoin-caclulus [10], proposed to
deal with the security aspect in mobile computing. The probabilistic mobile ambients [6] is an
augmented version of mobile ambients. If in mobile ambients, the behavior of the modeled
system is nondeterministic; in this augmented version the behavior can be also probabilistic.
Petri Nets represent another formal approach adopted by researchers to develop
specification and verification techniques for mobile computing systems. A Petri Net (PN) [27]
is a bipartite graph where nodes can be places or transitions. These nodes can be connected
by a set of arcs. This graph describes what we call the structure of a Petri net, which never
changes. The places in a Petri net can be marked with tokens. The set of tokens distributed on
these places is called the marking of the Petri net. The transitions in a Petri net can be fired if
some preconditions are satisfied. When a transition is fired, the marking of the net is updated.
Some tokens disappear from some places (input places of the transition) and other tokens
appear in some other places (output places of the transition). Firing transitions and updating of
the marking of the Petri net describe the dynamic of the Petri net. In their originality, Petri
nets were proposed as a formalism to describe the dynamic of concurrent systems. The
classical model is so simple and with a poor expressiveness. This model was extended to
solve some problems inherent to the classical one and to deal with new systems that require
more expressive power. Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [31] was proposed to give a formalism
where tokens can be structured data. More complex systems can be modeled using CPN and
where the model stays always controllable. The use of Petri nets to model mobility requires
the development of new versions of this formalism. The classical one seems to be so poor to
deal with the aspect of mobility. Researchers have identified early that the most problem
using Petri net to model mobility is that PN model only the dynamic of the system, though in
mobile systems it is no more the dynamic, only is changing, but the structure also changes
over time. The most proposed extensions of PN to model mobility have as objective to give to
the formalism the expressive power to model a system where its configuration changes during
its execution. Through our study, we have concluded that works on extending Petri Nets to
model mobility can be classified into three classes. This classification is based on the degree
of dynamicity allowed to reconfigure the graph of the Petri Net. In the first class (for example
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in [25]), the graph does not change. So there is no reconfiguration of the graph, and mobility
is only simulated on the graph of the Petri net. In the second class, even the graph doesn‟t
change the tokens are not simple data. Tokens can be themselves nets (for example the works
[21, 22, 23, 29, 30]) or tokens can be algebraic expressions (like in [26]). Mobility of agents is
modelled by the movement of these tokens, and behaviour of mobile agents will be modelled
by executions in these tokens. A third class of extensions is the one where the idea is to allow
a modification in the graph of the net during the firing of some transitions (as examples in
[19, 20, 24]). In this kind of extension, the structure of the net can be modified and this
modification will be used to model dynamicity in mobile computing systems. In the three
following paragraphs, we present in more details these kinds of extensions.
Predicate/Transition nets (PrNets) [25] is an extension of CPN for mobile agents. In this
formalism, a set of agents with common behaviour can be modelled as a net (a template). A
location is modelled as system net (a set of template nets). Connectors are used to connect
locations, and to allow the migration of mobile agents. Migration of an agent is modelled by
the transfer of some token from the local location to the destination one, through a connector.
This transfer of token will make the agent inactive in the first location and active in the
destination one. With PrNets, authors give a technique to simulate agent‟s mobility through
token transferring between interconnected PrNets.
In Object Petri Nets [30], and Elementary Object Nets (EON) [21], tokens can be Petri nets
themselves. In an EON, we distinguish between System Nets and Object Nets. Object Nets
play the role of object tokens that can appear in places of a System Net. Here, a two-level
system modelling technique is introduced. The System Net which represents the external level
and the Object Net which represents the internal level can have some synchronous transitions.
In this case, these transitions must be fired simultaneously in the two levels. Object Nets used
as tokens in a System Net can also interact. EON formalism was proposed to model some
kind of systems like: workflow, flexible manufacturing, and mobile agents. Based on the
EON formalism, other proposals were done: Nested Nets [22], Petri Hypernets [23], Nets
within Nets [29], … etc In Nested Nets [31], firing some transitions creates new nets (called
token nets) in their output places. Nested nets are also hierarchic nets, where we have different
levels of details. Places can contain nets, and these nets can contain also nets as tokens in their
places. This formalism was proposed to adaptive workflow systems. Adaptivity means an
ability to modify processes in a structured way, for example by replacing a subprocess or
extending it. Petri Hypernets [23] are proposed to model mobile agents. Mobile agents are
modelled as nets. These mobile agents are manipulated by other agents (modelled as nets)
who can be also mobile. We call Open Net a net used to model a mobile agent. This open net
plays the role of a token in another net; this last one is called hyper-marking Net. As a
difference with Valk‟s proposal [21, 30], the inter-level synchronization in Hyper-Nets is
achieved solely by means of exchanging messages. PEPA nets [26], are a combination
between Coloured Stochastic Petri Nets [32] and the Stochastic Processes Algebra PEPA [8].
The PEPA algebra can be used to specify systems composed of a set of components that can
be concurrent and that can cooperate. These components will be called PEPA components.
Stochastic variables are used to specify the durations of activities executed by these
components. In PEPA Nets, the set of colours used in the definition of the net are a set of a
PEPA Components. In [26], authors present an example of modelling a mobile agent system
using a PEPA Net. Places of the PEPA Net are used to model the set of hosts that the agent
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can visited. Transitions in the PEPA Nets model the activities that the agents can execute. The
agent itself is modelled as a token specified as a component in PEPA algebra. In this
formalism, the structure of the PEPA Nets does not change. The mobility is modelled through
the firing of some transition, and the transfer of one token (an agent or a process) from one
place to another.
Self Modifying Nets (SMN) [28] is an extension of Petri Nets. In this formalism, edges can
be labelled by names of places. If the name p is used as the weight of an arc, then this means
that the number of tokens to be moved through this arc is equal to the current marking of the
place p. So, in self modifying nets, the weights of arcs are dynamic. These weights depend on
the current marking of the net. Even SMN offers more computational power than PN;
mobility was not the objective of this extension. Though, this formalism was the basis for
other more important formalisms like “Reconfigurable Nets” [19]. In Reconfigurable Nets, a
set of rewriting rules are used to modify the structure of the net. In this formalism, the set of
transitions does not change; however, some places can appear or disappear. Appearance and
disappearance of places change the interconnection of the net. This formalism is proposed to
model nets with fixed components but where connectivity can be changed over time. This
formalism was also proposed for dynamic workflow systems. A dynamic workflow system
retains the same set of tasks, but the order in which these tasks are executed can be changed
over time. Reconfigurable Nets can be translated into Self Modifying Nets. In [24], authors
proposed Mobile synchronous Petri nets (MSPN) as formalism to model mobile systems.
MSPN is an extension of CPN. In this formalism, two concepts are introduced: Nets (an entity
that can model an agent or a process) and disjoint Locations (which can model environments).
A net can change its location when some transition is fired. To explicit mobility, the marking
of a net in a MSPN is extended with the information of the current location of the net. The
marking of a net contains both: marking of all places as in ordinary CPN, and the identifier of
the current location of this net. To change the location of a net, this net must contain a specific
transition called go. Firing a go transition, in a net, moves this one from its locality towards
another locality. The destination locality is given through a token in an input place of the go
transition. Finally, Mobile Petri Nets (MPN) [20] extend coloured Petri nets to model
mobility. MPN is inspired from join-calculus [5]. In this formalism, the set of output-places of
a transition can be modified during the firing of this transition. A transition can change its
output places. The input-expressions of a transition define the set of its output-places. In the
same work [20], authors present Dynamic Petri Nets (DPN) which is an extension of MPN. In
DPN, the firing of a transition can add a new subnet to the original one.
Beside the use of process algebra and Petri net, the Rewriting Logic (RL) [39] was also
exploited to specify mobility. Firstly, Rewriting logic [39] was proposed as a unify framework
for all formal models dedicated for concurrency. Rewriting logic uses algebraic data type to
specify distributed systems. An algebraic data type is presented as an equational specification.
This specification consists of a signature (types and operators) and a collection of conditional
equations. The dynamic of the distributed system is then specified by set of rewrite rules.
Rewrite rules model actions that transfer the system from one state to another state.
Theoretical ideas developed in RL were implemented in Maude language [37]. Maude allows
the verification of specifications written in rewriting logic. To handle mobility, a Mobile
Maude [38] was proposed. Mobile Maude is an object oriented high level language with
asynchronous message passing. Mobile Maude introduces two new concepts: processes and
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mobile objects. A process models the computational environment where one or more mobile
objects can reside and can be executed. Mobile objects are instances of classes that can
migrate from process to process and can communicate by message passing. The key feature of
mobile Maude is that it deals with various security aspects: Cryptographic authentication
which protects machine from malicious mobile code, redundant checks which insure
reliability and integrity of computations, and public-key infrastructure service which protects
communications.
In our study, we were interested to use Petri Nets to model and verify mobile agents. We
were interested to propose extension of Petri Nets where the structure of the net can change
during its execution. So we can classify the set of our works in the third class of previous
works. We have proposed several ideas presented in some papers. In [42], we have presented
Labelled Reconfigurable Nets (LRN). In this formalism, we have extended Petri Nets with
labelled reconfigure transitions. When a reconfigure transition is fired, it changes the structure
of the net. The change that occurs depends on some information (destination of migration,
type of migration, required and type of resources for processes or agents … etc). This
information is presented in a label associated to the reconfigure transition. With this idea, we
have showed how some basic concepts defined in mobility can be modelled like: Mobile
Agents, Remote Evaluation, and Code on Demand. This formalism was extended to handle
time property in [43, 44]. In [45], we have extended LRN toward Coloured Reconfigurable
Nets (CRN). In CRN, we have used structured tokens to compute information required to
mobility and so we have abandoned the idea of labels. Using structured tokens makes the
model more flexible because the information can be computed and so can change over time.
These previous formalisms are so naïve and they can model explicitly and easily mobility of
agents, but once trying verification, we have concluded that expressiveness power of these
models makes verification so hard. In [46], we have proposed a technique for modelling and
simulation of mobile agents using LRN and an extension of Maude [37]. This extension is
called Reconfigurable Maude (RM). In RM, we allow the possibility of changing the structure
of Maude theories, during their execution. We have introduced specific rules called
reconfigure rules (RR), that once executed can change the structure of a Maude theory. A RR
can have its effect on the local theory where it is defined, or it can have an over-effect on
other theories. RM theories can be distributed on a local net. A prototype of RM was realized
with some students. The idea was to firstly model mobile systems using LRN, then translate
these nets into RM, and finally simulate the execution of these specifications using the
realized prototype. The basic idea behind these works was always the give to the net some
mechanism allowing it to reconfigure its structure when some transition is fired. This
reconfiguration is done by adding some component (places, transitions, arcs) or deleting them
from the original structure. The components to be add or delete must be defined some were as
labels or as tokens. The problem of these formalism stays in the verification phase. Each time
we try to allow the most and fine reconfiguration possible in the net, the analysis will be
harder and sometimes impossible. Recently, we have exploited the Dynamic Petri Nets [20],
which makes it possible to add places and new nets to the original net when transitions are
fired. The reconfiguration in DPN is not general and must respect several conditions. Our
objective was to present a formalism more flexible than DPN and in which the structure can
be changed by adding or deleting any component. We have, so, proposed the Flexible Petri
Nets (FPN) [47, 49] as a generalization of DPN. The FPN is the more flexible formalism
based on Petri nets. Reconfiguration can be done in fine granularity, and in a free way. This
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quality makes the formalism the more adequate to model the most sophisticated
Reconfigurable Systems (Mobile computing systems, mobile networks, mobile robots …).
One of the ways to analyse FPN model can be the translation of these models into some DPN
very complex. These DPN models can be themselves translated into CPN, like shown in [20].
We consider that our proposition about Flexible Nets seems to be the most elaborated
extension for Petri Nets with reconfigurable structure. Using this formalism, the designer of
reconfigurable systems has a tool with an expressiveness power, which makes formal
modelling easy.
This thesis is composed of four chapters. The first two chapters present a state of the art,
and the two last chapters present our contribution. We adopt the following organization:
Chapter 1: Mobile Computing. This chapter presents a state of the art on mobile
computing;
Chapter 2: Formal methods for mobile computing. This chapter gives in more details
some of the most important works in the domain of formal methods applied in mobile
computing. We will restrict the presentation only to the works that have inspired us, and
which have influenced our proposition;
Chapter 3: Extended Petri Nets: This chapter present our contribution at the modelling
level. The chapter present a set of extensions proposed to model mobility and in more general
reconfigurability in systems. For each extension, we will give the definition of the formalism,
its characteristics, some examples, and the analysis issues.
Chapter 4: The Encoding of Flexible Nets. This chapter present our second contribution
at the formal analysis level. We will present the translation of Flexible nets into Dynamic
Petri Nets, and we will prove this translation.
This thesis will be concluded by a conclusion in which we present a self-evaluation of our
work, present more comparisons with other works, and finally show some perspectives of the
present work.
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Chapter I: Mobile Computing

1

Introduction

With the apparition of distributed systems, the development of wireless computer networks
and the diffusion of portable devices, we experienced the emergence of mobile computing. In
this context, mobility concerns either movement of hardware devices or migration of software
applications. The purpose of this chapter is to present a state of the art on mobility. One
attempts to trace the way in which ideas have evolved. However, if we start with a broad
aspect of mobility, we will focus more and more on a particular axis: mobile agents. These are
autonomous software entities, performing tasks to the profiles of their owners.
In section (2), we begin by exposing definitions of some principal concepts in the field:
mobile computing, mobile code (or code mobility) and mobile agents. Motivations of
mobility with its both hardware and software versions will be presented in the third section.
The fourth section focuses on soft mobility and explores the origins of this idea. Considering
the concept of mobile code systems or mobile system components as a unifying concept of
different forms of soft mobility, section (5) presents an architectural vision (adopted in several
works) for such systems, as well as mechanisms derived below this architecture.
Section (6) presents some of the most relevant existing technologies (programming
languages and platforms). These technologies can be used to implement solutions based on
mobile code. However, such solutions must first be designed, and Section 7 presents
conceptual paradigms derived from the architectural vision presented in Section 5. These
conceptual paradigms can be implemented with different technological solutions, even if
some solutions are more suitable for specific paradigms. Section (8) describes the potential
scopes of mobility, and then in section (9) we mention some problems inherent to mobility.
Despite these problems, theoretical ideas have passed to industrial and commercial
realizations, which are completed or in progress. So, in section (10) we present a variety of
these realizations. Before concluding this chapter, section 11 refers to international
standardization efforts. The goal of these efforts is to bring near the existing heterogeneous
implementations and to avoid future discrepancies.

2

Definitions

In the domain of mobility, three concepts are common: Mobile Computing, Mobile Code
(or code mobility) and Mobile Agents. We present below a variety of definitions of these three
concepts.
Mobile computing: “Paradigm in which users carrying portable devices have access to a
shared infrastructure independent of their physical location”. [58]
Code Mobility: “Code mobility can be defined as the capability to dynamically change
the bindings between code fragments and the location where they are executed”. [54]
“Mobile code are soft-ware that travels on a heterogeneous network, crossing
administrative domains, and is automatically executed upon arrival at the destination …”.
[80]
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Mobile agents: “Mobile agents are programs that can move through a network under
their own control, migrating from host to host and interacting with other agents and
resources on each”. [60]
“A mobile agent is not bound to the system where it begins execution. It has the unique
ability to transport itself from one system in a network to another. The ability to travel, allows
a mobile agent to move to a system that contains an object with which the agent wants to
interact, and then to take advantage of being in the same host or network as the object”. [59]
“Computations that are able to relocate themselves from one host to another”. [73]
“A piece of code and its associated data moving about executing autonomously on behalf
of its owner”. [63]
“Mobile agents are software abstractions that can migrate across the network
representing users in various tasks… A mobile agent has the unique ability to transport itself
from one system in a network to another in the same network.” [53].
We consider that the first concept “mobile computing” concerns devices mobility (we call
it hard mobility). The other two express the mobility of applications (software mobility). The
novelty in the case of agents is that mobility is due to internal determination (autonomy of
decision). Agents move, without external intervention.

3

Why Mobility?
The two variants of mobility (hard and soft) have important motivations:

3.1

Motivations for Hard Mobility

It concerns the movement of computing devices (laptops, PDA: Personal digital assistant,
mobile phone ...). It is motivated by:
• The diffusion of wireless networks;
• The diffusion of cellular telecommunication networks. The devices used in these
networks (mostly cell phones) acquired day by day computing capacity and processing
important information;
• Mobile users: requiring computing mobile devices.
3.2

Motivations for Soft Mobility

Movement or migration of a code (a process, an object or procedure) may have different
reasons. According to [64], such a migration can provide:
• A load balancing between processors;
• A performance in the communication: by bringing together objects that communicate
intensively on the same nodes;
• An availability of the required objects in the nodes where these objects are requested;
• Make services available on a node: by downloading these services;
In addition to these reasons, the authors in [54] and [51] suggest other motivations:
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• Need for scalability in large networks;
• Need for specialized services for a wide audience (networks WANs): Number of
customers grows rapidly and their needs differ. Predefined servers with a minimum of
specialized services may provide specific services through their enrichment by downloading
components;
• The dynamic nature of telecommunications infrastructure: These infrastructures are
characterized by a low flow and low reliability (frequent disconnects);
• Deployment and maintenance of system components on networks: In large scale
networks, components (with expertise on the maintainability and reconfiguration) run on the
network and visit the various nodes to do the needful;
• Creation of stand-alone applications: such applications run on the net, to provide complex
local interactions. These interactions are not possible with low-speed infrastructure and
frequent disconnections;
• Flexible Data Management: Data (accompanied by codes necessary for their treatment)
convey the network. Nodes in a network receive the data and their treatment protocols
(protocols encapsulation);
• Improve fault tolerance in distributed applications: Move existing applications from their
site, if it is subject to failure;
3.3

Motivations for Mobile Agents

Considering that an agent is an autonomous code, some characteristics of these agents
promote their use than other paradigms. In [63], we find the characteristics of mobile agents
that promote their use in mobile networks:
• They can migrate from one mobile computing device to a network for collecting
information and utilize resources. It is more effective to put itself in the network (resources
and information) than to send requests and wait for answers. During its work on the network,
the agent is disconnected from its source node. It may return with the results, later, when its
node will be connected;
• No obligation to handle network faults (except when migrating);
• They do not require pre-installation of applications on specific hosts;
• Surpass the rigid model of client-server to a peer-to-peer model. This last one seems to be
more suitable for program for which needs change (moving from a client to a server and vice
versa);
• Scalability of applications: Move the job to the most appropriate node;
• Experience shows that mobile agent‟s paradigm is easier to understand than others;
The authors in [66] offer seven good reasons for using mobile agents:
• They reduce the network load: Move the code to the service, once, then all interactions
will be local. Move the code to the data, if this data is huge to move.
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• They overcome the latency of a network: In real-time applications, latency becomes
significant and unacceptable with large networks. Mobile agents can migrate to the
components (i.e. robots) and insure a local control;
• They encapsulate protocols: Mobile agents can move the appropriate protocols to the
sites concerned (i.e. to receive or transmit specific data formats). They enable efficient
updating of protocols;
• They run independently and asynchronously: For mobile devices with frequent
disconnections, mobile agents may migrate out of these devices towards the network. These
agents run on the network asynchronously and autonomous. Once achieving their tasks, these
agents return to their devices during a subsequent connection;
• They adapt dynamically: They feel the properties of their environment (the non trust
network segments, the segment where the flow is low ...), then they reconfigure themselves to
get an optimal configuration (load balancing ...);
• They are heterogeneous in nature: They are independent of the hosts and transportation.
They depend only on their execution software environment (of specific platforms such as
abstract or virtual machines, like the JVM). They offer a good model for heterogeneous
systems (hardware or software);
• They are robust and fault-tolerant: if a host risks falling down, mobile agents can migrate
from this host.

4

Origins of the Soft Mobility Idea

The idea of moving code from one machine to another machine is not new. It dates from
the seventieth. In the literature, one can find several innovative ideas: "Remote batch job
submission" [86], the rsh command of UNIX, and the printer language PostScript [101]. For
example, to print on a PostScript printer, the printer requires a PostScript program describing
all the properties of the printed page. This program will be sent to the printer, where it will
run. Other examples are: the processes migration in the Sprite System [55], The Apiary
network for knowledge base systems [61], and transparent migration of active objects in
distributed systems (i.e. Accent kernel [76], the Eden system [71], DEMOS/MP [75], Emerlad
[64], Chorus [77], Locus [79], V-system [78], and Cool [69]).
According to [52], novelty in current mobile systems compared to these backgrounds can
be found in three ideas:
• We are interested in large systems like the Internet (WAN), rather than the traditional
distributed systems LANs;
• Mobility is under the control of the programmer (Programmer is AWARE). Mobility is
not transparent;
• The goal of mobility is not only the load balancing.
Systems with these qualities are called Mobile Code Systems (MCSs).
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5

Architectures and Mechanisms for MCSs

Running a MCS requires the presence of hardware/software architecture. Considering the
differences between the modern MCSs and classical mobility systems, [51] proposes a new
architecture of a soft/hard environment to implement MCSs.
5.1

Architectures for mobility

In [51], authors have presented two types of logical architectures that can be used to
implement code mobility (Figure I.1).
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Architectures for code mobility systems.

In both alternatives, the proposed architecture is composed of five layers:
• Layer 1: “hardware” consists of the hosts (nodes) and communication network
infrastructure;
• Layer 2: “Core operating system”, the core operating system for each host. This layer
should provide the basic functions: files, memory and processes management;
• Layer 3: “operating network system”, this layer provides the functions of network
management. In this layer, the communications are not transparent. The sockets service is an
example of services to be provided by this layer;
• Layer 4: it must provide the mobility service. It can be either a "true distributed system",
which provides the functions of a distributed system with transparent communication and
mobility or a "computational environment" where communication and mobility are not
transparent;
• Layer 5: “component”, this layer includes both resources (logical or physical) and
calculations (programs, processes or applications) called "executing units” (EUs).
Each E.U is composed of:
• The code segment: the source code. Static part of the unit;
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• The state: composed of a data space (references to resources available for the EU. These
resources can be local or remote) and an execution state (consisting of private data, the stack
of calls, an instructions pointer ...)
A MCS must be executed on an architecture of type 2 (with a computational environment,
so, mobility is not transparent with respect to a programming vision).
5.2

Mechanisms for mobility

Considering the preceding vision, code mobility means moving an EU (in entire or some of
it parts). In [51], we find an exhaustive classification of possible mechanisms for mobility,
and how to how to manage bindings (or links) between the EU and its resources after
migration from its source computational environment (CE).
5.2.1

Kinds of mobility

Based on this criterion, we find two kinds of mobility: strong mobility and weak mobility.
1. Strong mobility: consists on moving the code segment and the execution state. In
this class, we have two sub-mechanisms, Migration and Remote Cloning:
Migration: firstly, the EU is suspended on its local site, and then it is transferred to the
destination CE where it will be restarted. This migration may be pro-active or reactive. In
proactive migration, the destination and timing of migration are defined by the EU. In
reactive migration, time and destination of migration are not defined by an EU, but they are
defined external (i.e. EU manager).
Remote Cloning: consists to create a copy of the EU in the CE, where the EU wants to
move. This mechanism can also be pro-active or reactive.
2. Weak mobility: in this kind of mobility, only the code segment can be moved,
perhaps with some initialization data needed to restart it. In this class, the mechanisms
can be classified according to four criteria: (i) Direction of the transfer, (ii) Nature of the
transferred code, (iii) Synchronization between the source CE and the destination CE
and (iv) The time of restarting of the code after its transfer.
2.1. Shipping: the CE source sends the source code to the CE destination. The
transfer can be standalone or code-fragment.
Stand-alone code (run on the fly): in this kind of transfer, the code creates its own EU,
which will execute it. In this case, the source CE and the destination CE can be synchronous
or asynchronous. In the first case, the source CE is suspended waiting the termination of the
execution of the transferred code on the destination CE. In asynchronous case, the source CE
is not suspended. In this case, the transferred code may start running on the destination CE
immediately or differently (waits an event or condition, to get started).
Code-fragment: in this case, the execution of the transferred code is realized in the context
of an EU that exists on the destination CE.
2.2. Fetching: a CE (Destination) downloads a code from its source CE. Like in
fetching, we can find the same kinds of transfer.
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5.2.2

Managing bindings

Before its movement, the EU uses some resources. These resources can be local (on the
local node) or remote (on a remote node). These resources can be private to the EU or shared
with other EUs. These resources may be transferable or not transferable. The EU should have
links (references) to such resources. These references can be of three levels:




Reference by identity: it is the strongest link. The EU must always have access to that
resource to run.
Reference by value: EU is interested at the content of the resource not to the resource
itself. If it is possible to have a copy of the contents of this resource, the EU will be
satisfied.
Reference by type: what is important is the type of the resource. A resource with the
same type can satisfy the EU.

Let DCE be a destination CE, U an execution unit, R a resource, and B the type of
reference between U and R. According to these different levels of references and the type of
resource (transferable or not), there are different mechanisms for managing links:





By move: transferring R with U to DCE, without changing B.
By Copy: creating a copy of R on DCE and update B.
Network reference: R is not transferred and B will be updated to ensure the link
between U and R.
Rebinding: a resource R‟ of the same type that R exists on the DCE. After that U
passes to the DCE, B is updated to ensure the link between U and R‟.

Depending on the type of the resource and the type of binding between the EU and the
resource, The Table I.1 shows how these different mechanisms can be used.
Type of resource
Type of reference

transferable

Non transferrable

By identity

By move and
Network reference

Network reference

By value

By copy (by move by
network reference)

Network reference

By type

Rebinding (or one of the
other mechanisms)

Rebinding
(network reference)

Table I.1

6

Mechanisms for managing links

Programming Languages

Currently, there are several programming languages (more than 100) and a variety of
platforms for the development of MCSs. Some of these systems consider these codes as
mobile agents. The purpose of this section is not to present all these platforms, but we want to
discuss some of the most important ones. We will present some examples that provide strong
mobility (like telescript) or weak-mobility (like Aglet), and which are object oriented (Java)
or functional (Objective Caml).
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6.1.1

The Emerlad system

Emerlad [64] is one of the first languages supporting migration of objects. Emerlad is an
object system (supporting the concept of abstract data type). Travelling objects can be simple
objects (data) as they may be processes. Emerlad runs on a LAN of 100 nodes (maximum)
homogeneous and trusts. It is even possible to move the arguments for a remote call. Mobility
is expressed with primitives available to programmers (i.e. move object to node).
Objects (with their operations) are distributed on the nodes of the network. Active objects
(accompanied by threads) can make calls to operations of other objects on remote nodes. The
execution of these operations creates a stack (below this stack, the process, over this process,
we can have records of this process where the operations of other objects are invoked).
A remote call is as follows:
• Either the calling process migrates completely to the node of the invoked object.
• Or just the part appealing the process migrates to the node of the object being invoked.
On the latter, a new stack is created, and thus a new process (A fine granularity).
6.1.2

Telescript

Telescript [83, 84] developed by General Magic Company is the first commercialized
languages. It is an object-oriented language which provides strong mobility. Telescript is not a
general programming language, but it is dedicated to specific applications (communication).
The central concept in Telescript is the agent. An agent moves autonomously in a remotesphere to conduct business profile client. A remote-sphere is a set of execution engines
(Telescript interpreter and a place). The places are stations where agents can be received. The
user can create such places.
A Telescript agent is a process characterized by:
1. The telename composed of two components: authority and identity.
2. The owner, the possessor of the new objects created.
3. The sponsor, the process that the authority will be attached to new created objects.
4. The client, the object whose code calls the current operation.
5. Permits, specifies the capabilities of this process.
6. Age: maximum lifetime in seconds of the process.
7. Extent: maximum size of the memory area where the process will be executed.
8. Priority: used to decide when to run the process.
9. canGo, canCreate, canGrant, and canDeney: boolean determining whether this process can
move, create, increase or reduce permits of an another process.
Telescript provides a primitive go that agent executes to move to another host. Security is
provided by the concepts of capabilities (permission) and authentications. The capabilities
define the rights of an agent; the authentication allows the sites to accept only some agents
(those authenticated). The agent is running on a virtual machine that detects any violation or
illegal instruction. The exception mechanism allows agents to cover certain errors.
Telecsript is the first commercialized system. It has been used for network management
[60], active e-mail, e-commerce ... It supports host mobility (hard mobility). It was used on
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant) as the case of Sony Magic Link.
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6.1.3

Agent Tcl

Agent-Tcl [85] is a language that provides a transparent migration of agents (the agent state
is collected by the system, transparent to the programmer). An agent can migrate between two
mobile machines, or between a mobile machine and another fixed machine. Agents (called
scripts) can be programmed in several languages (Agent-Tcl: an extension of Tcl “Tool
Command Language” (http://www.ensta.fr/~diam/tcl/) or java).
Agent-Tcl is a system composed of a set of servers on the hosts of a network. One
statement: ”agent_jump” captures the agent state, encrypts, signs it and sends it to the server
on the destination host. The server authenticates the agent and starts a Tcl interpreter to
execute this agent. The Tcl interpreter restores the state of the agent and restarts the execution
of the agent from the statement that succeeds “agent_jump”. Agent-Tcl is not object oriented,
so actually it is a migration of procedures.
The statement “agent_meet” sent form an agent and accepted by another, allowing both to
communicate with low-level primitives. A high level communication is possible through the
mechanism of ARPC (Agent remote procedure call [74]). This language provides security in
an uncertain world (as in internet). It was originally used for information retrieval, then for
work-flow.
6.1.4

Java

Java [52] developed by Sun is a class-based language, object oriented. A general language,
whose objectives were portability and security. JavaSoft (http://www.javasoft.ch/), which is a
collection of Java libraries for different purposes, has created the model of the applet (mobile
code) downloaded and executed automatically when visiting a web page.
6.1.5

Objective Caml

Objective Caml [70] is developed in the INRIA (Institut National de Recherche en
Informatique et en Automatique: http://www.inria.fr/). It is a functional language like based
on ML (http://www.lfcs.inf.ed.ac.uk/software/ML/), enriched with object-oriented paradigm.
This language was used for the development of the web browser MMM
(http://pauillac.inria.fr/mmm/) in the INRIA. MMM allows linking and execution of applets
dynamically.
6.1.6

Aglet

Aglet [68] is developed by IBM Tokyo Research Lab. An aglet (agent-applet) is an
enhancement of java applets. Aglet offers a weak mobility. Agents are java threads. It uses the
concept of remote reference (Aglet Proxy), message passing (multicast, broadcast) and ATP
Protocol (Agent Transfer Protocol) [67]. It also provides some sense of security by limiting
resources for aglets (using protocols: SSL “Secure Sockets Layer protocol”, and X.501
“http://rfc-ref.org/RFC-TEXTS/2116/kw-x.501.html”).
Two primitives are proposed: dispatch, which sends an agent (stand-alone shipping) to a
destination passed in parameter, and retract which, downloads an aglet (fetching stand-alone).
Aglet complies with the standards MASIF [72] and FIPA (http://www.fipa.org/).
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7

Conceptual Paradigms

In a development process, the design phase tries to identify the architecture (components
and their interactions) of the system. Paradigms used in the design phases are independent of
the technology used to implement the system. With respect to [51], designing a system with
mobile components differs from the classical systems design (systems with static component).
In the development of a mobile system, the sites of mobile components must be clarified
during the design phase of the system. Authors in [51] have identified three major conceptual
paradigms for the design of mobile computing systems: Remote evaluation (RE), Code on
Demand (CoD) and Mobile Agent (MA).
To show the difference between these three paradigms, three concepts are introduced:
component, site and interaction. The component is the set of know-how, resources and
computational component (the interpreter responsible for the execution of the know-how). A
site is a place where a component resides and can run. An interaction can occur between two
components on the same site or two remote sites.
Let A and B be two components initially residing on the two sites SA and SB. The
component A needs a service. A may have the know-how and resources necessary for this
service, or some this know-how and resources can be held by B. The three paradigms differ
according to the positions of A (here A is intuitively computational component), the knowhow and the resources, both before and after completion of service. Table I.3 summarizes
these differences:
Before the completion of the service

After the completion of the service

paradigms

SA

SB

SA

SB

Client-server

A

Know-how,
ressources, B

A

Know-how,
ressources, B

Remote evaluation A+know-how

Rssources, B

A

Know-how,
ressources, B

Code on demand

A+Ressource

Know-how, B

A+knowhow+ressources

B

Mobile agent

A+know-how

ressources

Table I.2.

A+knowhow+ressources

Conceptual paradigms for mobility

The client-server paradigm is not a paradigm for mobility. Its presence on the table is for
comparison only.
In addition to these paradigms, another paradigm has been proposed: the Push Pardigm
[57], [62]. Its principle is opposed to those of RE and CoD. The idea is that a client sends a
profile from the beginning to the server. Then, the server determines what treatments and
when must they be forwarded to the client. At the right time, the server transmits the active
treatment to the client. The advantage of this method is that the client will be relieved of this
download.
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8

Applications of Mobility

Different applications have been considered for systems with mobile components (MCSs).
These applications use different paradigms in a chaotic and ambiguous manner. If it is clear
that java applets is not an application of mobile agent paradigm (no autonomy, one direction
of mobility), for some applications things are not quite clear.
Several authors report various possible applications:
Authors in [51] cite:
1. Distributed research of information [70], [59],
2. Active Documents: Active e-mail, web page (hypertext),
3. Advanced telecommunications services: video-conferencing [81], mobile users (with the
potential disconnections),
4. Monitoring and remote configuration of devices: industrial processes, network
management,
5. Management and cooperation in the work-flow: the work-flow defines activities, sites,
relationships, time for their implementation, to achieve an industrial product. Mobile agents
are responsible for conveying information between co-workers in a work-flow,
6. Active networks: flexible and dynamic networks according to application needs. Two
approaches are proposed: (i) Programmable switches: dynamically extends the network. This
approach is based on CoD paradigm; and (ii) Capsule approach: attach codes to the
transferred packets. The node that receives the packet performs the associated code to process
the data in the packet.
7. E-commerce: an agent looks in a market for catalogs, and then it returns to the laptop of
a customer with the best rates available.
8. Applications deployment and maintenance of components in distributed environments
[73].
In addition, [66] proposes as applications:
• Personal assistant: a mobile agent moves in the network to dispatch a request meeting
the profile of its client. During this period, the client machine can be disconnected. Once it
connects, the agent sends the response, the date, invited ... to the customer.
• Secure Mediation: When non-trust inter-agent negotiation, these agents can migrate and
meet on a secure host, approved by all. This host should not favour any of the agents.
• Monitoring and reporting: agents are dispatched to sense events, until the establishment
of information...
• Dissemination of information: the mobile agents seek and import the latest updates and
install software for some client.
• Parallel processing: the agents dispatch several computing units to parallelize certain
tasks.
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9

Mobility Problems

On both axes hard and soft, mobility suffers from several limitations and receives a variety
of criticisms. Below we expose some weaknesses that know the discipline.
9.1

Shortcomings of hard mobility

With respect to [56], the development of mobile systems meets several challenges:
Wireless communications suffer of disconnection, low bandwidth (1Mbps infrared, radio
2Mbps, 9-14 cell, by cons for 10Mbps Ethernet, 100 Mbps FDDI and 155 Mbps ATM, nonportable wireless MOTOROLA 5.7 Mbps) ...
Mobile users are suffering from problems related to variables working conditions (areas
not covered, variable areas size), problems of heterogeneous networks, security issue (the
wireless networks are more susceptible to intrusions).
The network addresses, configurations (parameters: available printers, server address,
hourly) changes dynamically depending on location,
Problem of devices portability: low power, risk of data loss (physical damage), small
interface, limited storage, ...
9.2

Shortcomings of mobile agents

According to [65] and [63], mobility remains an immature approach. It suffers from
several shortcomings:
Security Issue: The hosts in a network must be protected (i.e authenticated) against the
code (agents) and malicious visitors (for viruses, hackers ...). Agents must also be protected
(to be encrypted) for unknown sites.
Standardization problem: Lack of a standard mobile agent paradigm. Lack of a standard
infrastructure.
Coordination between agents: the arrangement of their actions in time and space. Mobility
makes the existence of spatial and temporal agent two aspects not predictable.
Many technologies (in general programming languages) have been proposed (over 100).
But these languages that emerge every day do not contribute to the crucial problems: security,
fault tolerance, ...
Limited performance compared to traditional solutions. The time needed for the
interpretation of agents and their migration.
In addition to these technical problems, the authors in [65] suggest that mobile agents
suffer from non-technical issues:
No killer application: everything is achievable by mobile agents can be achieved by
traditional techniques. The good point of mobile agents is that they must submit a complete
and effective solution, while other techniques dealing with partial aspects of the problem,
Lack of a path to transit from current technology (client server, applets, servlets) to mobile
agent systems. This transit path should be incremental and justified by a client motivation,
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Problems of financial revenue of advertising sites: These sites will lose the advantage, if
mobile agents can browse the net directly discovering the services offered by suppliers.
In [82], authors report ten reasons for failure of mobile agents:
Expensive and not efficient compared to conventional solutions (exp. REV),
Their design is difficult: how to identify the interactive components and how to model
these interactions,
Difficult to implement: Current technologies in prototyping phase. Environments where
agents are executed are unpredictable,
Difficult to test and debug: because of the distribution and mobility,
Difficult to authenticate and control: it is not clear that identity must be authenticated and
how the access control mechanism must consider this information,
May be victims of attacks by malicious sites: A host can change the code of an agent. Such
a change can make a malicious agent,
MA cannot keep secrets: the lack of any practical application of cryptographic mechanisms
proposed,
Lack for an ubiquitous infrastructure: Existing infrastructure has proven to be vulnerable to
attacks,
Lack for a common ontology: interactions and data exchanged must meet specific formats.
Despite the proposals, none of them has been widely admitted,
Similar to worms: their propagation mechanism is similar to that of Internet-worms.
Infrastructure dedicated to mobile agents will be victims of attacks by worms.

10 Industrial Realizations
Despite the shortcomings and doubts surrounding mobility (and especially mobile agents),
[53] was able to identify fourteen projects from academia and industry in mobility domain.
The most of these projects use the mobile agent paradigm. Some of these projects are
completed successfully, others are still open.
1. ActComm (http://actcomm.dartmouth.edu/): 1997-2002 (USA) [87]. It uses the platform
D‟Agents (http://agent.cs.dartmouth.edu/). It is directed by AFOoSR (Air Force Office of
Scientific Research). This project emphasizes on wireless networks and modern applications
of control.
2. AMASE: An industrial project opened since 1998 (Deutsche Telekom, Almagne) [87]. It
uses a private platform. Its goal is to make platforms supporting mobile agents used in
wireless communication environments (i.e. access to multi-media information).
3. CoABS: Opened since 1998 (USA) [89]. It uses Java-Jini and directed by DARPA-AFRL
(Air Force Research Laboratory). Its objective is to develop different strategies to achieve the
maximum gain of multi-agent systems. It proposes and evaluates strategies for control which
must allow to military commanders to automate large orders, decision making, control
functions (search, filtering information, mission planning ...)
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4. CogVis (Almagne): "Cognitive Vision", opened in 2001 [80]. It uses the platform Mobile
Agent Software. This is an industrial project (Information Society Technology). The objective
of this project is to develop mobile agents with vision capabilities.
5. DIAMOnDS (Pakistan): "Distributed Agents for Mobile and Dynamic Services", a
university project (University of Islamabad), 2002-2003 [91]. It uses the platform Jini 1.1 In
this system, agents are mobile. These agents perform tasks (communications, data-mining) for
users.
6. DILEMMA (IST European Commission): "Digital Design and Life-Cycle Management
for Distributed Information Supply Services in Innovation Exploitation and Technology
Transfer", an industrial project, 2000-2002 [92]. It uses the platform LANA. Agents are
mediators. The objective of this project is technology transfer and innovation between
European companies, research organizations, experts, public ...
7. HAWK (Almagne): "Harvesting The Widely Distributed Knowledge", a university project
(Stuttgart), 1998-2000 [93]. It uses JAVA. The objective of this project is the optimized
information search on the Internet.
8. LEAP (France): "Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform”, an industrial project
(Motorola), 2000-2002 [94]. It uses the JADE platform. The goal is to provide a standard
platform. This platform can run on mobile devices (PDAs), and it is expandable to
accommodate other features.
9. MadKit (France): a project of the University of Montpellier (a free ware), open since 2002
[95]. It is based on the organizational model (Agent / Group / Role). Agents can be
programmed by Java, Shem and Jess. This platform allows heterogeneity in the architecture
of agents and in communication languages.
10. MANTRIP (IST European Commission): "Management Testing and Reconfiguration of
IP based networks using mobile software agents," an industrial project (Solinet Germany),
2000-2002 [96]. It uses the platform (MAT). The objective of this project is the design, the
development, the test, and the validation of applications based on Mobile Agent Technology
(MAT) for managing IP networks.
11. MAP (Almagne): "Mobile Adaptive Procedure", an industrial project (Siemens), 19892002 [97]. It uses the platform Semo. The objective of this system is the e-help. Domestic
agents interact with citizens. Software experts agents listen to such interactions, understand
interactions, and try and prepare the relevant information that can assist in domestic intrusion.
12. Mojave (USA): "Mobile Agent Jini Environment", an industrial project (Motorola) 20012004 [98]. It uses the Jini platform. The objective of this project is to develop malleable
services. They must persist in dynamic environments. Examples of applications include:
network management and intrusion tolerant systems.
13. SysteMATech (Almagne): "System Management based on Mobile Agent Technology",
an industrial project (IVS (http://www.ivs.tu-berlin.de/), and DFS (http://www.dfs.de)
accisGMBH (http://www.accis.de)), opened since 1999 [99]. It uses the platform Mobile
Agent Software. The objective is the distributed management of networks.
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14. TeleCARE (IST European Commission): an industrial project (UNINOVA Portugal,
Synchronix Skill, Camara Spain and Roundrose Associated from UK), 2001-2004 [100]. It
uses a private platform. The objective of this project is to develop technology solutions for
remote monitoring, remote support, and thus improve the living conditions for the elderly and
their families. This platform should provide a virtual community of Help for olds.

11 Standardization Efforts
A variety of mobile agent systems (platforms and programming languages) have been
proposed. They are implemented using different technologies and offer specific languages for
programming agents. These factors contribute to their incompatibility and limit
interoperability. Standardization efforts are in place. The two most important standards are
FIPA and MASIF.
FIPA: Foundation for Intelligent and Physical Agents, established in 1996. Its goal is to
standardize the interfaces between heterogeneous agents. FIPA focuses on intelligence and
cooperation aspects.
MASIF: proposed by a set of companies: Crystalizer, General Magic, GMD Fokus, IBM,
and Open Group. MASIF (Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility) was accepted as an
OMG standard in 1998 [72]. MASIF standard focuses on the interfaces between systems
written in the same programming language, but provided by different suppliers. MASIF does
not address the standardization of low-level operations: Interpretation of the agents, their
serialization or implementation.
MASIF addresses the following problems:
• Managing Agents: Make standard operations: Creating agents, suspension, restoration,
their termination.
• Migration of agent: provide a common infrastructure to ensure the transfer agent between
systems of different types of agents.
• Management of names of agents and agent systems: To facilitate the identification of
agents and agent systems by applications, MASIF standardizes the syntax and semantics of
names of agents and agent systems and resources localities.

12 Conclusion
With its various forms, mobility is a fulcrum of several innovations. Since the first
attempts to move processes for load balancing in distributed systems, the idea has evolved.
During decades of research on this topic, paradigms have been proposed and many
technologies have been implemented.
The late '90s were characterized by interesting work for the development of conceptual
paradigms. REV (Remote Evaluation) paradigm, COD (Cod On Demand) and MA (Mobile
Agent) represent one of the most admitted classification within the community.
On the technological stage, several programming languages and platforms for development
and implementation have been made. These technologies have enabled many companies and
universities to set up experimental or commercial systems based on mobile components.
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Despite the elegance of the idea and the popularity of this area, many think that the
approach suffers from several shortcomings. Some ones suggest that this was only a failure.
The defendants of that opinion argue by the lack of performance, incompatibility and the
crucial issue of security. To cover these shortcomings, efforts should be undertaken on
standardization and on security policies.
Some of the shortcomings presented in this chapter like: Security problems (agents
attacked by malicious sites, sites attacked by malicious agent), test and debug difficulties and
costs, design and implementation difficulties, fault tolerance problems ... have been addressed
as problems in software engineering for mobile systems. Researchers in the software
engineering field tried to present solutions for these problems as development methodologies
and approaches. These approaches and methodologies define the process to be applied and
provide tools to guarantee the design and implementation of high quality mobile systems.
Formal approaches are software engineering approaches with a mathematical background.
These approaches provide description languages to specify the system, and then give tools
and methods to prove the required properties. The next chapter will present some proposed
formal methods dedicated to mobile systems. Those presented in the next chapter are only the
most important ones that will help us to present our own approach in the third chapter.
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1

Introduction

Applications using code mobility are increasing. Code mobility touches critical domains
(military, spacial, medicine …). Such domains require that used applications insure a set of
properties. Safety, liveness, no deadlock, fault tolerance, and security are example of such
required properties. Using formal methods, one can develop systems and proof (or verify)
presence or absence for specific properties. Formal methods are languages, tools, and
approaches allowing specification and verification of systems. Formal languages are based on
a well-defined syntax and a formal semantic. Their formal semantics allow developers to
verify specification written in such languages. For some languages, automatic tools are
proposed to edit and verify specifications. Using formal methods in code mobility is not
recent. Most currently methods can be considered as derived from process algebra area [9] or
state-transition systems.
The process algebra area is the field where processes are considered in a high level as
algebraic structures that respect a set of axioms. One of the most and former languages for
modeling mobility was the -calculus [3]. -calculus is an extension for CCS (calculus for
communicating systems) [1]. In CCS, a system is a set of processes. These processes are
concurrent and can communicate through gates. In pure CCS this communication is a simple
synchronization. In passes value CCS, processes can exchange values through their gates. In
an abstract vision, a system is considered as a set of indeterminist automatons. Operational
semantic of CCS is given through a labelled transition system. In CCS, processes are not
mobile. The idea of -calculus is to allow processes to exchange gates. Gates used to
communicate by a process can be passed as values and exchanged sent (or received) to (from)
other process. The receiver to communicate can then use the received gate. The structure of
the system is modified through communication of gates between processes. In monadic calculus, values passed must be scalar value, but with polyadic -calculus [11], tuples of
values can be exchanged through gates. The spi-calculus [7] is an extension proposed to deal
with security aspect. In another extension HO-calculus (high order -calculus) [52], beside
data or gates, values exchanged can be also processes (agents). So with HO-calculus, one
can specify mobility of agents explicitly. UPPAAL tool [12] can be used to edit and verify
HO-calculus specification (reachability, safety, bounded liveness properties). UPPAAL can
also be used to simulate the system. HO-calculus suffers of two limits. Firstly, the analyzing
of HO-calculus specification requires its transformation in -calculus. Secondly, in HOcalculus there is no location concept. Location is an inherent concept in code mobility design
paradigms. To cover the second limits different extensions are proposed. Join-calculus [5] and
mobile ambient [4] are extension of -calculus where process locations are explicit in the
specification.
Petri Nets [27] was proposed to model concurrent and parallel systems. This formalism has
a graphic representation and a formal background. Using places, transitions and connecting
arcs, this formalism can specify states, actions and transitions between states through which
a system evolves. With Petri nets, one can analyze behavioural or structural properties of a
system. To model mobility with Petri nets, the most important contribution can be found in
high level PNets. Many extensions have been proposed to adapt Petri net to mobile systems:
Mobile Nets and Dynamic Petri nets [20], Nested Petri Nets [22], HyperPetriNets [23],
Mobile Synchronous Petri Net [24]...
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Beside process algebra methods and Petri nets formalisms, rewriting logic [39] is proposed
as a unify framework for all formal models dedicated for concurrency. In rewriting logic, the
state space of a distributed system is formally specified by an algebraic data type. This
algebraic data type is specified through an equational specification. An equational
specification consists of a signature (types and operators) and a collection of conditional
equations. The dynamic of the distributed system is then specified by rewriting rules.
Rewriting rules model transitions from one state to another state, during the execution of the
distributed system. Maude [37] is a language proposed for writing and verifying specification
written in rewriting logic. Mobile Maude [38] is an extension of Maude for mobile systems
specification. Mobile Maude is an object oriented high level language with asynchronous
message passing. Mobile Maude introduces two new concepts: process and mobile objects. A
process models the computational environment where one or more mobile objects can reside
and can be executed. Mobile objects are instances of classes that can migrate from process to
process and can communicate by message passing. The key feature of mobile Maude is that it
deals with various security aspects. Cryptographic authentication protects machine from
malicious mobile code, redundant checks insure reliability and integrity of computations, and
public-key infrastructure service protects communications. Other works like Pigeon [40]
based on reflective rewriting logic [41] tries to give high-level specification language with
customizability feature. This last feature allows that Pigeon specifications can be realized on
various platforms. Also in Pigeon, it is possible to specify strong mobility as weak mobility
by simple modification in the specification.
The objective of this chapter is not to present in detail all these formalisms, but we will be
interested only by presenting those that we will need in the presentation and the analysis of
our proposition which will be presented in the next chapter. For this reason, this chapter will
present in more detail two formalisms, the Distributed Join Calculus [13] and the Dynamic
Pteri Nets [20]. The distributed join calculus is the formalism that has inspired the proposition
of the dynamic Petri nets and also will be the inspiration of our formalism. The understanding
of the dynamic Petri nets and the understanding of our proposed formalism require that the
reader must have some knowledge about this calculus. The dynamic Petri nets are the
formalism that can be used to unfold our formalism. So one issue that we will propose to
analyze our formalism is to unfold it into the dynamic Petri nets.

2

The Distributed Join Calculus

The Core Join Calculus [14] is a language that models distributed and mobile
programming. It is characterized by an explicit notion of locality, a strict adherence to local
synchronization, and a direct embedding of the ML programming language [15]. The join
calculus is used as the basis for several distributed languages and implementations, such as
JoCaml [16] and functional nets [17]. Local synchronization means that messages always
travel to a set of destinations, and can interact only after they reach that destinations. In the
core join calculus, the distribution of resources has been kept implicit so far. The Distributed
Join Calculus (DJC) [13] is a bit more complex than the core calculus. The DJC allows us to
express mobile agents that can move between physical sites. Agents are not only programs but
core images of running processes with their communication capabilities and their internal
state.
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In the DJC, a location resides on a physical site, and contains a group of processes and
definitions. We can move atomically a location to another site. We represent mobile agents by
locations. Agents can contain mobile sub-agents represented by nested locations. Agents
move as a whole with all their current sub-agents, thereby locations have a dynamic tree
structure. Location names are treated as first class values with lexical scopes, as is the case for
channel names; the scope of every name may extend over several locations, and may be
dynamically extended as the result of message passing or agent mobility. A location controls
its own moves, and can move towards another location by providing the name of the target
location, which would typically be communicated only to selected processes. In this section,
we will present firstly the syntax of this calculus, and then some examples will be showed.
2.1

The Syntax of the Distributed Join Calculus

A system specified in the DJC is seen as a set of configurations. These configurations
evolve in time and can interact. A specification in a DJC is composed of a set of terms. Terms
in the DJC can be processes, definitions or configurations.
The grammar for processes is as follows:
P::=
0

// the inert process

| P|P‟

// Parallel Composition of two processes P and P‟

| x<ŷ>

// an emission of an asynchronous polyadic message ŷ on the channel x

| Def D in P

// a definition D in a process P, see the grammar of Definition

| go a; P
// a request to migrate the current location toward the location a, then to
execute the process P in the destination location (which is a)
The grammar of definitions is as follows:
D::=
T
| D, D‟
| J P

// the empty definition
// Composition of two definitions D and D‟
// a reaction rule: this rule will wait for the arrival of a set of messages that match

messages defined in the join pattern J, then the process P will be executed

| a[D:P]
// declares a new location which name is a. In this location, we have a
definition D and a running process P.
A pattern J is defined as follows:
J::=
x<ŷ> // waiting for a message ŷ on the channel x. The pattern J will be satisfied when the
message arrives.
| J|J‟
// Synchronization of two patterns J and J‟. The pattern J|J‟ is satisfied when the
two patterns are satisfied.
Finally, configurations have the grammar:
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S::=


// the empty configuration.

| S||S‟
| D├ P

2.2

// Composition of two configurations.
//where  is a sequence of locations that represents a path.

The Execution in the Distributed Join Calculus

The execution in the DJC is done using the principle defined in the Distributed CHemical
Abstract Machine (DCHAM). A system specified using the CHAM-model [18] is seen as a
set of molecules that evolves in a set of solutions. In a solution, molecules can evolve and
change when reaction conditions are satisfied. Formally a solution is written as: R├ M, where
M is the set of molecules and R is a set of reaction rules. The molecules M represent a join
calculus processes running in parallel, and R models the current reduction rules (join calculus
definitions). When a reaction is done, the molecules M can change into M‟. This reaction is
modelled through a reduction step denoted:
(R├ M)(R├ M‟)
In the DJC, a configuration can be considered as a solution. The unique reaction rule is the
join pattern matching: JP. This rule will change the processes P by instantiating the formal
parameters in P which match with the received parameters in the asynchronous messages
defined in J.
As an example, we have the solution:
├ ready(laser), job(1), job(2)
In this solution, we have a printer with the name laser which is ready to print (ready(laser)
is a molecule), and we have two jobs 1 and 2 ( job(1), job(2) are two others molecules). In the
DJC concepts, we have three asynchronous emissions of messages: message laser sent on the
channel ready, messages 1 and 2 sent on the channel job. This solution has not a reaction
rules. We can also write the solution as:
├ ready(laser)| job(1), job(2)
We can add to this solution the reaction rule:
D= ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)
This reaction rule means that if we have some printer ready and some job which name is
file, so we can send this file to this printer and print it. Now if we add this reaction rule to our
solution, we will have the new solution:
D├ ready(laser)| job(1), job(2)
We see that ( ready(laser)|job(1) ) in the set of molecules matches with (
ready(printer)|job(file) ) in the definition D, so the formal names printer and file in the
definition D can be instantiated to the two parameters : laser, and 1, and the join pattern
(ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)) can be satisfied. In this case, the solution can
evolve. A reduction step can be applied to send the job 1 to the printer which name is laser.
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ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)├ ready(laser)| job(1), job(2)

ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)├ laser(1), job(2
Formally, we have applied a join reduction rule (Reaction-rule), this rule can be written
as:
Reaction-rule: (JP├ Jrv,… )  (JP├ Prv,…)
where rv is a substitution on received variables (parameters of reception messages in
joins). If we review the above example, the received variables are printer and file which will
be substituted to the two variables laser and 1. So we have the substitutions:
Jrv = (ready(printer)|job(file))rv = ready(laser)| job(1)
and
Prv = (printer (file))rv = laser(1)
Beside the join pattern matching reaction rule that can be used to create reactions rules in
solutions, the two following structural rule are also defined:
(├ Def D in P)  (D├P)
(D├P)  (├ Def D in P)
These two rules show the reflexive property of the CHAM. We speak about a Reflexive
CHAM (RCHAM). These two rules can be combined in one single rule
str-def-rule: (├ Def D in P) ↔(D├P)
This structural definition rule shows that from a solution where we have only a process
(Def D in P) and no reaction rules, we can have a solution where the joins defined in D will be
considered as reactions rules for a solution that contained the process P.
In a DCHAM (Distributed CHAM), we have a set of solutions. We use the operator || to
model the composition of several solutions. Solutions can evolve each one separately and can
interact. Solutions interact using the communication reduction rule (COMM-rule):
COMM-rule: ((├ x<ŷ>)||(D├))  (D├ x<ŷ>)
In this rule, x must be a name of a port defined in the definition D. This rule means that a
message emitted in a solution on a port defined in another solution can be sent to that solution
where the port was defined.
To consider localities, solutions can be labelled with name of locations where they are
residing. For example the solutions: D├P is labelled with the path  of locations. This path
 of locations can be only one location or a sequence of nested location. For example, in a
printing system, we can distinguish three sub-systems: A machine user u from which printing
requests are sent:
├u job<1>
a machine server s that hosts the printing spooler :
D=ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)
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D├s
and finally, a laser printer p which is registered to in the server as ready and which hosts
the printing code P
laser(f)  P├p ready<laser>
The whole distributed system will be modelled as:
├u job<1> || ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)├s || laser(f)  P├p ready<laser>
The above communication rule can be generalized to consider localities:
COMM-rule: ((├ x<ŷ>)||(D├))  ((├ )||( (D├ x<ŷ>)
Now, we can apply the two rules COMM-rule and Reaction-rule to make an execution in
the above distributed system, as following:
|| laser(f)  P├p ready<laser>

├u job<1> || D├s
COMM-Rule between u and s ├u
ready<laser>

|| laser(f)  P├p

|| D├s job<1>

COMM-Rule between p and s ├u

|| D├ s job<1>, ready<laser>|| laser(f)  P├p

Reaction-Rule in s

|| D├s laser(1)

|| laser(f)  P├p

|| D├s

|| laser(f)  P├p laser(1)

├u

COMM-Rule between s and p ├u

In this execution, the first step sends the job 1 from the user machine to the server
machine, and the second step sends the name of the ready printer laser to the server. The first
step is realized on the server machine and will affect the job 1 to the printer laser. The final
step resends the job 1 toward the printer laser which will print it.
The definition a[D:P] which defines a new location named a, where a definition D is
declared and a process P is running, corresponds to the solution D├a P, where  is the path
of the local definitions in D. Two structural rules are defined that represent folding and
unfolding of path of locations:
LOC-rules:

a[D:P]├  D├a P
D├a P  a[D:P]├

These two rules can be combined in one reflexive rule:

a[D:P]├ ↔ D├a P

Finally migration of process is realized with an instruction go a; P which will transfer the
current location to the target location named a, where the process P will be executed. The
execution of the migration is done by the reaction rule:
GO-rules:

├b go a; P || ├a  ├b || ├aP

This rule shows the migration of the process P from the solution labelled with the location
b to the solution labelled with the location a.
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2.3

Examples of specifications in DJC

In the DJC, Locality is explicitly controlled in the language; this locality can be adjusted
using migration. In contrast, resources such as definitions and processes are not silently
relocated or replicated by the system. As an example in the implementation JoCaml [16],
programs being run on different machines do not initially share any channel name; therefore,
they would normally not be able to interact with one another. To bootstrap a distributed
computation, it is necessary to exchange a few names; this is achieved using a built-in library
called the name server (NS). Once this is done, these names can be used to communicate
some more names and to build more complex communication patterns. The interface of the
name server consists of two functions to register and look up. The first example shows the use
of a remote function (cos) using a remote call. The second example shows how to use this
function when this function is defined in an explicit location and the using program of this
function is an agent which is located on a remote machine and which can migrate to the
machine where cos is defined.
Example 1:
def
cos(x) = 1 − x2/2
in
NS.register(”cos”, cos)

Machine 1

def
cos = NS.lookup(“cos”)
in
print(cos(0.1));

Machine 2

In this first example, on the machine 1, a process defines a local name cos and registers it
to the name server NS. On the machine 2, a second process obtains the name cos and does a
remote call.
Example 2:
Def here[
cos(x) = 1 − x2/2 :
NS.register(“cos00, cos); . . .
]
in
NS.register(“here”, here); . . .

Machine 1

Def f(machine) 
agent [
go machine;
def cos = NS.lookup(”cos”) in
def sum(s, n) = if n = 0 then s else
sum(s + cos(n), n − 1) in
return sum(0, 10)
]
print(f(NS.lookup(”here”))); . . .

Machine 2
In this second example, on machine 1, the process explicitly, defines a named location.
This location wraps the function definition (cos). The process exports the location name under
the key “here”. On machine 2, we define a function f with one formal parameter machine.
This function defines a new location agent. This agent will start by migrate to the location
named machine (as written in the first instruction: go machine). On the location machine, the
agent will execute a program sum which will use the function cos defined on the location
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machine. Effectively, the execution will start by the instruction: print(f(NS.lookup(”here”)))
which instantiates the formal name machine to an effective name : here.

3

Towards Dynamic Petri Nets

In this section, we will present the Dynamic Petri Nets formalism. This formalism is one
of the first one proposed to model mobile systems. The Dynamic Petri Nets extends Petri Nets
formalism to model dynamic reconfiguration of the structure of the net. This reconfiguration
of the structure is not possible in Classical Petri Nets. This reconfiguration of the structure
will enhance the expressiveness of Petri Nets, and of course allow the modelling of mobility.
The Dynamic Petri nets are also inspired from the Join Calculus. To present Dynamic Petri
Nets, we will present initially Petri nets and mobile Petri nets which are the two basic
formalisms for DPN.
3.1

Petri Nets

Definition 3.1.1.
Informally, A Petri net is a bipartite graph, where nodes are composed of two disjoint sets,
a set of places and a set of transitions. Arcs are used to link transitions and places in the
graph. Transitions can be linked only to places and places can be linked only to transitions. A
marked Petri net is a Petri net where places can store temporally some tokens. The tokens
stored in a place represent the marking of this place. A bounded place could not contain an
infinite number of tokens. Arcs can be labelled with weights. If all arcs are weighted 1, so the
Petri net is said to be ordinary. A place is said to be an input place of a transition, if there is
an arc from this place to this transition. A place is said to be an output place of a transition, if
there is an arc from this transition to this place. The dynamic of the Petri net is created by the
firings of transitions in the net. A transition can be fired if some conditions are insured. When
a transition is fired, the marking of its input places and the markings of its output places are
updated. We say that the firing of a transition will update the marking of the net. This
dynamic of Petri net can be used to model a system where there are some actions that can be
executed concurrently, or in parallel.
Definition 3.1.2.
Formally, a Petri net N can be seen as a 6-uplets N=(P, T, A, W, B, M0), where :
P: is a finite set of places, P={p1, ..., pn},
T: is a finite set of transitions, T={t1, ..., tm},
A: is a finite set of arcs, A(P x T)(T x P),
W: is a function of weights, W:AN. By N , we denote the natural numbers set. W maps
each arc to its weight,
B: is a function of bounds, B:P N. B maps each place to its bound,
M0: is a function that defines the initial marking of each place, M0: P N.
Dynamic of a Petri net:
For each transition tT, we denote by °t, the set of the input places of t, and by t° the set of
the output places of t.
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From some marking M of the Petri net N, the transition t can be fired (and we say that t is
fireable) iff:
p°t: M(p)W(p,t)
pt°: M(p)< B(t,p)
if these two conditions are satisfied, t can be fired, and so the marking M will be updated to
a new marking M‟, such that:
p°t: M‟(p)=M(p)-W(p,t)
pt°: M‟(p)=M(p)+W(t,p)
and we say that the marking M‟ is reachable from M when t is fired. This can be denoted
as: MtM‟
With these few concepts, one can model many concurrent systems, where processes must
be synchronized on some resources. This model can also be used to verify many properties of
such systems. Reachability, liveness, soundness, reversibility … and other properties can all
be verified using this classical version of Petri nets. Currently, there are many maturated
techniques that the developer can apply to verify such properties in a system modeled using
Petri Nets. However, the use of this classical version to model some sophisticated systems
(like mobile, or reconfigurable systems) don‟t allow to the developer to catch all the
properties of this kind of system. The expressiveness of this model is so poor to specify some
new and inherent qualities in mobile systems. This poorness in expressivity oblige the
developer using classical Petri net, to have complex Petri net model that are difficult to
understand and so to verify if they represent really the needed system.
One of the important propositions to model mobility using Petri net is to extend this model
in order to catch the most important property of these systems, which is reconfigurability (or
dynamicity) of the system‟s structure. The easiest idea is to consider that the dynamic
structure of a mobile system can be directly coded in a Petri net where the structure of the
graph changes over time. The changing of a mobile system‟s structure is specified directly
and explicitly through the changing of the Petri net‟s graph. In Mobile Petri net, the idea was
to allow the creation of some new output places when some transition is fired. In dynamic
Petri nets, more ability will be offered, and the firing of a transition will add a new net to the
first one. The following paragraphs present in more details these two formalisms, which have
inspired our works in this thesis. The presentation of these two formalisms will use a new
syntax not commonly used in the definition of Petri nets. This syntax is inspired from the
Join-calculus. The reason of this syntax is due to the principal that authors of Mobile nets
have applied the idea of mobility in Join-calculus, to extend Petri net, with mobility. In the
following definitions, places are considered as names like those used in the terms of the Joincalculus. Firstly, we will recall the definition of Petri nets using the syntax of the Join
Calculus. The presentation of Mobile Petri nets and Dynamic Petri nets will be done in the
next two subsections:
Definition 3.1.3. (multi-set)
Given a set X, a multi set over X is a function m, defined as: m: Xω∪{ω}. The set of all
multi sets over X is denoted by M X .
Let : dom ( m )  { x  X , m ( x )  0} ,
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A multi-set over X is said to be empty if for all x  X , m ( x )  0 ,
We define two sets:
M

M

p o st
X

pre
X

 { m  X | d o m ( x ) is fin ite }

 {m  M

post
X

| m is not em pty and  x  X , m ( x )   }

We have:
( m  m ')( x )  m ( x )  m '( x )
( m \ m ')( x )  m ( x )  m '( x ) iff m ( x )  m '( x )
( m \ m ')( x )  0 iff m ( x )  m '( x )

Definition 3.1.3. (Petri Net)
let X be a set of names, these names will be used to indicate names of places in a net.
let YX, Y can represent the names of the places of a net N,
let

T  M

let

mM

p re
X

X

M

p o st
X

, T can represent a set of transitions of the net N,

, m can represent an initial marking of the net N,

Where N  ( Y )( m , T ) ,  Y denotes that the set Y represents fresh names; these names are
restricted in this net.
N is a Petri net iff all names occurring in its initial marking and in their transitions are
contained in the set of places. Formally: dom ( m )   ( c , p )T ( dom ( c )  dom ( p ))  Y .
For a name x, we denote by m(x) the marking of the place x.
A transition t is denoted (c,p) or c  p. In this transition, c denotes the tokens to be
consumed when t is fired, and p denotes the set of tokens to be produced.
The transition t= c  p can be fired in a marking m iff cm. When t is fired, the marking m
of the net will change to m‟, m '  ( m \ c )  p
3.2

Mobile Petri Nets

Mobile Petri nets are an extension of Colored Petri nets. In Mobile Petri nets, names of
places can be tokens that mark some other places. Mobile Petri nets have a dynamic structure
in such way that the names of output places of a transition can be defined dynamically when
this transition is fired. It is clear, that this idea is inspired from -calculus, where the gates can
be sent from one process to another, and then, the received gate can be used. This idea is used
so in Mobile Petri nets to make dynamically links from one transition to some place, if this
last one marks one of the input places of the transition. In this section, we present the formal
basics necessary to the definition of Mobile Petri nets.
We extend the definition of multi-sets defined previously on one set X, to two sets: X, and
Y:
Given two sets X and Y, the multi-sets over X  Y is

M

X ,Y

 X  (Y  (  { } )).

An element m  M X ,Y can be interpreted as a marking. If for some x, y we have m ( x )( y )
>0, this means that the marking of the place x is y. In this interpretation, there is no constraint
on the name y. This means that this name y can denote also a name of a place.
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Let dom ( m )  {( x , y ) / m ( x )( y )  0}, this set can be interpreted as the set of marked places
(not empty) in a marking m of a net.
post
X ,Y

 {m  M

The set M Xpost
can be interpreted as the set of
,Y
finite markings defined on the tow sets X, and Y. Where X represents the set of places, and Y
represents the set of tokens that can mark the places defined in the set X.
M

and

M

pre
X ,Y

X ,Y

/ dom ( m ) is finite} ,

 {m  M

post
X ,Y

/ m is not em pty   x  X ,  y  Y m ( x )( y )   }

.

The operator  is defined now as: ( m  m ')( x )( y )  m ( x )( y )  m '( x )( y ) . The operator \ is
defined now as: ( m \ m ')( x )( y )  m ( x )( y ) \ m '( x )( y ) .
The set of colours denoted C can be defined as:
C  {( x1 , ..., x n ) / n  0 and x i  X , i  1, .., n} , in this definition of colours there is no

constraint on names that can appear in a tuple. These names can denote also places.
We denote by x the finite tuple of names ( x1 , ..., x n ) . The length of the tuple ( x1 , ..., x n ) is
defined as | ( x1 , ..., x n ) |=n. The element x i is denoted by:  i ( x1 , ..., x n ) .
A substitution is a partial function defined over X as:
x   x

if ( x , y ) 
otherw ise

y

This means that the name y can be substituted by the name x.
A substitution on a tuple is defined as: x  = ( x1 , ..., x n )  = ( x1  , ..., x n  )
m  M X ,C ,
( m  )( x )( y )  

Given

the substitution on all names defined in a marking m is defined as:

v   x and z   y

m ( v )( z )

In this substitution, the name x (which can represent the name of a place) is substituted by
the name v. The tuple y (a tuple of names that can represent the marking of the place x) is
substituted by the tuple z .
The substitution can be restricted only on the names occurring in the marking of a place. In
this case, the substitution is denoted and defined as:
( m b  )( x )( y ) 



zy

m ( x )( z )

A transition has a preset (the set of preconditions necessary to fire this transition) and a
postset (the new markings of the output places of this transition). To define the Dynamic Net
and the firing rules for transitions, we define the functions of free names (fn), bounded names
(bn), free names in pattern (fnP), free names in marking (fnM), bounded names in pattern
(bnP), and bounded names in marking (bnM). We will need to define free and bound names
in a transition. These free and bound names differ between the preset (a pattern) to the postset
(a marking). These functions are defined as bellow:
fn p ( m )  { x |  y , m ( x )( y )  0} ,

this means that the free names in a preset are the set of

places with a marking>0.
bn p ( m )  { x |  z ,  y ,  i ,  i ( y )  x and m ( z )( y )  0} ,

this means that a bound name is a

name that occurs in the marking of a place z.
fn

bn

M

M

( m )  fn ( m )  bn ( m )
p
p

;

( m )   ; which means that in a postset all names are free.
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Now we define free and bound names in a transition. In a transition ( c  p ), we have:
fn ( c  p )  fn p ( c )  ( fn M ( p ) \ bn p ( c )) ,

this means that the set of free names in a transition
are all the free names defined in its preset added to the set a free names defined in its
postset which must not be bounded in the preset.
Definition 3.2.1. (Mobile Petri Net)
Let C be a set of colours, X a set of names.
Let N  ( Y )( m , T ) , where: Y  X represents the set of places,
marking, and T  M Xpre,C  M Xpost
is the set of transitions.
,C

mM

X ,C

is the initial

N is a mobile net iff: fn M (T )  fn ( m )  Y , this means that the free names defined in the
initial marking and the free names defined in all the transitions of N must be only names of
places declared previously in Y. This condition will insure that all new places that can be
added to the net when a transition is fired are previously declared in the net N. So this
condition will insure that the set of places are finite, even connections can be created
dynamically between transitions and output places.
Dynamic of mobile Petri nets:
The transition t= c  p is enabled at a marking m, iff there is as substitution  that can
satisfy the conditions to fire t. The satisfaction of t is insured if  substitutes each set of
names in a marking of a place defined in the preset c with the marking of this place in the
marking m. So the t is enabled iff: c b   m . The substitution is restricted to the names
occurring as markings in m. The firing of t will update the marking m to a new marking m‟
defined as: m '  ( m \ c b  )  p  . The substitution applied on the postset p concerns as names
occurring in marking as names of places containing these markings. This substitution will so
make that output places of t depends on the preset of t. The set of output places of t is not
rigid but it is dynamic.
Example of mobile Petri nets:
As an example, let consider the net N  ( Y )( m , T ) where:
Y  { p1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 }, T  {t1 , t 2 },
t1  { p1 ( x , a , p ), p 2 ( y , z )}  { p ( x , y )} t 2  { p 2 ( p , p ')}  { p (1, 2), p '( a , b ), p 3 (6)}

,

Suppose that the initial marking is m  { p1 (1, a , p 5 ), p 2 ( p 4 , p 5 )} . From this initial marking,
the transitions t1 is enabled with the substitution:  1  {(1, x ), ( a , a ), ( p 5 , p ), ( p 4 , y ), ( p 5 , z )} .
The firing of t1 will update the marking to: m '  { p 5 (1, p 4 )} . From the initial marking, the
transitions t2 is enabled with the substitution:  2  {( p 4 , p ), ( p 5 , p ')} . The firing of t2 will
update the marking to: m '  { p1 (1, a , p 5 ), p 4 (1, 2), p 5 ( a , b ), p 3 (6)} . The figure II.1 shows this
example.
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p1
p2

t1

t2

p1
(1,a,p5)

(p4,p5)

t1

p2

firing t1

(1,p4)

p3

p5

t2
p1

p3

(1,a,p5)

firing t2

p2

t1

(1,2)

t2

p4

p5

p3

A graphical representation of mobile nets‟ dynamic

Figure II.1.
3.3

6

(a,b)

Dynamic Petri Nets

In the mobile Petri nets version, the dynamic of the structure of the net is so poor. We
allow only the change of output connections of some transitions. So there is not creation of
new places or new transitions. The only allowable dynamic consists of the modification of
output connections. In the Dynamic Petri nets, the idea is to extend mobile Petri nets with the
possibility to add not only output connections to some transitions, but also some whole
transitions to the net when some transitions are fired. So, in Dynamic Petri nets we allow the
creation of whole new nets when some transitions are fired.
We define the set DN as the least set that satisfies the following equations:
  {( Y )(T , m ) |
Y  X,
T  {c  N | c  M
mM

X ,C

pre
X ,C

, N   },

}

In this definition, the postset of a transition is a new net. This new net will be added to the
original net where the transition exists.
Free and Bound Names:
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Let ( Y )(T , m )  DN . Y is the set of places; T is the set of transitions and m the initial
marking. Here after, we show the free names in a transition, in a set of transition, and finally
in a net:
fn ( c  N )  fn p ( c )  ( fn ( N ) \ bn p ( c ))

;

fn (T )   t  T fn ( t ) ;

fn (( Y )(T , m ))  ( fn (T ))  fn M ( m )) \ Y ;

Substitutions:
A a substitution  on an element m can be defined on all names in m (denoted ( m  )) (in
case where m is a postset) or only on names in tokens (denoted ( m b  )) (in case where m is a
pattern (i.e a preset)):
Let t  c  N and bn p ( c )  n (  )   ; where n    ( x , y )  { x , y } . This means that when the
substitution  is applied there will not be confusion between new names appearing after the
substitution and the bounded names defined in c. This is necessary to avoid that the new
names due to the substitution will be captured by a binders defined in the preset c.
A substitution on transitions will be defined as:
t  c  N 

and T   {t  / t  T }
Let N  ( Y )(T , m ) and Y  n (  )   ; the substitution on nets will be defined as:
N   ( Y )(T  , m  )

Let

N 1  ( Y1 )(T1 , m1 ) and N 2  ( Y 2 )(T 2 , m 2 )

, to be two nets;

If Y1  Y2   , fn ( N 1 )  Y2   , and fn ( N 2 )  Y1   , we extend the operation  to nets,
and we will have:
N 1  N 2  ( Y1  Y 2 )(T1  T 2 , m1  m 2 )

in case where: Y1  Y2   , fn ( N 1 )  Y2   , or fn ( N 2 )  Y1   , we can apply some
alpha-conversion to avoid confusion between names defined in different sets.
If

Y1  Y 2  

then we have

( Y1 ) N 2  ( Y1  Y2 )(T2 , m 2 )

Definition 3.3.1. (Dynamic Nets)
A Dynamic Net N is an element of DN which is closed: fn ( N )   .
Firing Rules:
Let N 1  ( Y1 )(T1 , m1 ) and t  c  N be a transition in T1:
t is enabled in N1 iff there exists   bn ( c )  X such that: c b   m1 ;
N1 with substitution 
N 2  ( Y1 )((T1 , m1 / c b  )  N  ) . We denote this as: N 1  t N 2
The

firing

of

t

in

produces

the

new

net:

1

Example of a Dynamic net:
As an example, let consider the following dynamic net:
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( { A , B })(
{ A( X ) 
( {Y })(
{ X (W ), Y ( Z )}  W ( Z ),
{ A (Y ), Y ( B )}
),
{ A ( A ), B ( B )}
)

In this example, we have an external net with two places, one transition, and an initial
marking. The two places are: {A, B}, so these two names are bounded in all the net. The
initial marking is {A(A), B(B)}, the place A is marked with the name A which is the name of
this place itself, and the place B is marked with the name B, which is also the name of the
place itself. The transition has as preset: A(X), so the firing of the transition requires the
existing of some name X in the place A. The postset of this transition is a new net, so the
firing of this transition will add a new net. The new net, has one place {Y}, one transition
(internal), and its initial marking is A(Y), Y(B). The name Y is bounded in the internal net. The
internal transition has as preset: {X(W), Y(Z)}, so the firing of this transition requires the
existing of a name W in the place X, and a name Z in the place Y. The postset of the internal
transition consists to add the name Z in the place W. We see that all names of places are
bounded in this net. So this is a correct dynamic net.
The external transition can be fired with the substitution {(A,X)}, where A is substituted to
X. After the firing of the external transition, we will have a new net (the internal net, where X
is replaced by A):
( {Y })(

{ A (W ), Y ( Z )}  W ( Z ),

{ A (Y ), Y ( B )}
)

In this new net, the transition can be fired using the substitution {(Y,W), (B,Z)}. Once fired,
we will have a new marking: Y(B). So after the firing of the two transitions, the new marking
of the net will be {B(B), Y(B)}.
3.4

Verification of Dynamic Nets

The use of Petri nets in specification of systems finds its advantages in the sets of
verification and analysis techniques. The poorness of classical Petri nets in modelling levels
offers an important gain in the analysis levels. When one uses classical Petri nets, we can find
many analysis techniques: the reachability graph, algebraic techniques, and reductions
techniques. The use of high order Petri nets makes the analysis level more complex, and
sometimes impossible for some properties. One idea is to unfold (transform from high level
to low level) models of high order Petri nets into classical ones then to do analysis on these
last ones. The case of Coloured Petri nets is an example, where models can be unfolded into
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classical Petri nets. In this sense, the authors of Mobile and Dynamic nets have proposed in
[20] an encoding of Mobile nets into classical nets, and then an encoding of Dynamic nets
into mobile nets. Using these encoding, the designer can specify its system into dynamic nets
then use the encoding process to unfold its models into low level ones that can be analysed
using known techniques for classical Petri nets. This encoding will be presented in the
appendix A in this thesis.

4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented some formal methods proposed to specify mobile
systems. We have considered that works on formal methods for mobility can be divided into
two axes: Process algebra, and Petri nets. In the process algebra, most works are based on the
classical -calculus. In this chapter, we have not presented all calculi, but we have presented
only the Join-calculus and its distributed version. The join calculus is an extension of the calculus, where the concept of localities is explicit and where migration of processes (or
agent) is realized using a go instruction. The join calculus has been used to model some
mobile systems and represents the formal background of the programming language Jo-Caml
[16].
In this thesis, we are interested to the use of Petri nets in the modelling of mobility. In this
chapter, we have presented the definition of classical Petri nets. This model is a well known
model in concurrency domain. It can be used to specify distributed systems, and to verify
many of their properties. The use of Petri nets (with their basic definition) to model mobility
is not easy. The designer is obliged to code mobility in a rigid model that does not support
this property. One good idea was to extend Petri nets with the possibility to change their
structure during their execution. Once this is possible, the modelling of mobile system (where
structure changes over time) will be direct and easier in a high level Petri net (with a dynamic
structure over time). During our study, we have found many extension of Petri net that were
proposed to deal with mobility. We have seen that the richest extensions were Mobile Petri
nets and Dynamic Petri nets. Mobile Petri nets can be seen as Petri net translation of the calculus. In mobile nets, the input of a transition defines its output. The output connections of
a transition are not fixe, but they can be defined at runtime. This can be used to specify
systems, where connections between their components change over time, during the execution
of this system. In Dynamic nets, the structure can change in a more free way. In this last
formalism, new nets can be created during the firing of some transitions. These nets can
model new components that are downloaded by the local system. So using Dynamic nets, one
can specify in a direct and an implicit way, downloading of new components, which is one of
the application fields in mobile code systems.
These two extensions of Petri nets offer, probably, to the designer two new tools based on
Petri nets that can be used to model, in an easy way, systems where structure changes at
runtime. However the powerful of analysis techniques defined for Petri nets is lost. The
authors of Mobile and Dynamic nets have proposed an encoding of these two formalisms into
low level Petri nets. This encoding can be used to unfold high level model into low level
formalism then to analyze this last one.
Even the powerful of these two formalisms, that we consider the most advanced
formalisms in the field of Petri nets for mobility, we have concluded that these two
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formalisms have many limits. It is clear that the idea in Dynamic Petri nets is to offer the
possibility to add new transitions to a net, when some other transitions are fired. The idea is
always to add new component to a net. This does not reflect the reality, where the systems
change in a reduction way (Components, which disappear). The idea of elimination of places,
connections, or transitions in a free way is not possible in mobile nets neither in dynamic nets.
In mobile nets, connection can disappear but only from output of transitions. The input
connection must not be eliminated. The process of adding places in mobile nets or transitions
in dynamic nets is also constrained and must respect some conditions. In mobile nets, it is
clear that it is not possible to add input places to transitions, so it is not possible to change the
input connections. In dynamic nets, the transitions which can be added must not change the
existing ones. In this sense, it is always impossible to change an existing transition.
Our principal idea in this thesis is to offer more flexibility to Petri nets. We propose a more
adaptable formalism. We want to extend Petri nets towards Flexible Petri nets. In the Flexible
Petri nets, basic components which are: places, transitions, and connections can be added or
deleted in a free way and at run time. This idea must offer the most flexible formalism to
model mobile systems and in a large way all reconfigurable systems. As the dynamic Petri
nets are the richest extension of Petri nets that we have found, we consider that the first
encoding of Flexible nets can be done into the dynamic Petri nets. The next chapter will
present in more details the Flexible nets formalism, will present the idea to encode this
formalism into dynamic Petri nets, then it will give a proof for this encoding.
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1

Introduction

Formal methods proposed to deal with mobility are numerous. We have distinguished
between those which extend processes calculi, and those which extend Petri nets. In many
extensions of Petri nets, the idea was always to offer the ability to change the structure of the
graph during the execution of the net. In these models, the designer will have a modeling tool
where mobility can be modeled explicitly and more easily. However, once the formalism
offers a more expressivity its analysis will become more and more complex. For this reason,
many authors and so many formalisms make numerous constraints on the dynamicity in the
net. During our study, we were interested to propose a new formalism that must offer more
expressive power than those proposed currently. Our propositions have been published in
some conferences and journals.
The first idea that has motivated our works was mobile code systems. In these systems,
type of resources and their bindings play a central role in the migration process. Resources
decide also the success or failure of the process. Proposed formal methods founded in the
literature do not deal with these aspects and their problems. In our first work, we have
proposed “Labelled Reconfigurable Nets” [42] extended to “Colored Reconfigurable Nets” in
[45]. Our objective was to propose a graphical tool to model mobile code systems in an easy
and intuitive way. In these works, we were interested to provide formalisms that model
mobility explicitly. The mobility is modeled through the reconfiguration of the net‟s structure
when some transitions are fired. When trying to offer this quality in a model, we have to
deal with the problem of interpreting this reconfiguration formally. In [42] and [45], we have
introduced specific transitions “reconfigure transitions”, which reconfigure the net when
they are fired. The first drawback of this solution is that we must provide a specific treatment
of these transitions when the model is analyzed. The second drawback is the use of rigid
labels associated to the transitions which make the model proposed in [42] not a
parameterized model. To cover these limits, we have adopted specific techniques to analyze
these models. In [46], we have proposed an interpretation of reconfigurable labeled nets into a
high order Maude (reconfigurable Maude). The idea was to extend Maude [37] with some
reconfigure rewriting rules. These rules can represent the reconfigure transitions.
Reconfigurable Maude can be used to simulate reconfigurable labeled nets. In another work
[48], we have adopted a theoretical method. We have proposed some rules to translate
reconfigurable transitions into classical transitions, so reconfigurable nets will be translated
into Colored Petri nets.
In our latest works, we have proposed Flexible nets [47, 49] which will be presented in
this chapter as our principal contribution in this thesis. In Flexible nets, we propose to deal
with the reconfiguration of the net with another point of view. We introduce specific sorts in
the model. These sorts will contain signed objects (places, transitions, and arcs). An internal
operation will be defined in these sorts. This operation will add or delete objects based on the
sign of these last ones. Types in the model can be constructed based on these sorts and other
predefined types. Reconfiguration of the structure of the net is interpreted as an operation that
manipulates this structure by manipulating their components which are signed objects. The
presence of a positive object (resp. negative object) in some place can be a cause to add (resp.
delete) this object to (resp. from) the structure of this net. The formalism proposed is called
Flexible Nets and reflects the idea that the model has a dynamic structure. This structure can
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be expanded, shrunken, or destroyed. Our most contribution in this thesis is the definition of
the formal model: Flexible nets and the definition of its semantics, then the proposition of
the encoding of this model into Dynamic nets. This encoding will be used to offer an idea to
do the analysis. This encoding will be also proved.
To present our contribution, this chapter is organized as follows: The section two starts by
presenting the Labeled Reconfigurable Nets (LRN) (as the first naïve idea). We present the
motivation of this formalism, its formal definition and dynamic, than we show an example of
use and we discuss its shortcomings. Section three presents a first extension of the LRN
formalism to Colored Reconfigurable Nets (CRN) formalism. We will present the formal
definition of RCN, its semantics, and an example of modeling; this section will be concluded
by a discussion of shortcomings of this last formalism. Section four presents a more mature
idea:”Flexible Nets”, we present the formal definition, dynamics of this formalism and we
show some examples. Section four discusses the proposed issues to analyze these models.

2

Labeled Reconfigurable Nets: A naïve idea

Labeled Reconfigurable Nets [42] attempts to provide a formal and graphical model for
code mobility. We have extended Petri nets with reconfigure labeled transitions that when
they are fired reconfigure the net. Mobility is modeled explicitly by the possibility of adding
or deleting at runtime arcs, transitions and places. Modification in reconfigure transition‟s
label allows modeling different kinds of code mobility. Bindings to resources can be modeled
by adding arcs between environments. It is clear that in this model created nets are in the
same level of nets that create them. Creator and created nets can communicate. This model is
more adequate for modeling mobile code systems.
Labeled reconfigurable nets are an extension of Petri nets. Informally, a labeled
reconfigurable net is a set of environments (blocs of units). Connections between these
environments and their contents can be modified during runtime. A unit is a specific Petri net.
A unit can contain three kinds of transitions (a unique start transition:
, a set of ordinary
transitions:
, and a set of reconfigure transitions:
).
Preconditions and post-conditions to fire a start or an ordinary transition are the same that
in Petri nets. Reconfigure transitions are labeled with labels that influence their firing. When a
reconfigure transition is fired, a net N will be (re)moved from an environment E towards
another environment E‟. The net N, the environment E and E‟ are defined in the label
associated to the transition. After firing a reconfigure transition, the structure of the labeled
reconfigurable net will be updated (i.e some places, arcs, and transitions will be deleted or
added). Here after we give our formal definitions of the concepts: unit, environment and
labeled reconfigurable net. After the definition, we present the dynamic aspect of this model.
2.1

Formal Definition

Let N1, N2, … Nk be a set of nets.
for each i: 1, …, n : Ni = (Pi, Ti, Ai), such that :
1. Pi = {pi1, pi2, …, pin) a finite set of places,
2. Ti = STiRTi
 STi={sti1, sti2, …, stim} a finite set of standard (ordinary) transitions,
 RTi = {rti1, rti2, …, rtir} a finite set (eventually empty) of “reconfigure transitions”,
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3. Ai  Pi x Ti  Ti x Pi.
Definition 2.1 (Unit): a unit UN is a net Ni that has a specific transition stij denoted starti. So
Ti={starti}STiRTi.
Définition 2.2 (Environment): an environment E is a quadruplet E=(GP, RP, U, A)
 GP = {gp1, gp2, …, gps} a finite set of specific places : “guest places ”;
 RP = {rp1, rp2, …, rps} a finite set of specific places : “resource places”;
 U = { N1, N2, … Nk} a set of nets.
 A GP x StrTRPxT. Such that : StrT={start1, start2, …, startk} and T=ST1RT1 
ST2RT2 …  STkRTk
Definition 2.3 (Labeled reconfigurable net):
A labeled reconfigurable net LRN is a set of environments. LRN={E1, E2, …, Ep} such that

2.2



There exist at least one net Ni in LRN such that RTi  ; (there is a reconfigurable
transition)



For each rtij  RTi, rtij has a label <N,Ee,Eg,,>, such that N is a unit, Ee and Eg are
environments,  a set of places,  a set of arcs.
Dynamic of labeled reconfigurable nets

Let LRN = {E1, E2, …, Ep} be a labeled reconfigurable net,
Let Ei = (GPi, RPi, Ui, Ai) be an environment in LRN,
 GPi = {gp1i, gp2i, …, gpsi}; “guest places ” in the environment Ei;
 RPi = {rp1i, rp2i, …, rppi} ; “resource places” in the environment Ei;
 Ui = { N1i, N2i, … Nki}; the set of units in the environment Ei;
 Ai  GPi x startsi  RPi x Ti  Ti x RPi, where:
Sartsi = {start1, start2, ..., startk} and Ti={STi1, STi2, ..., STik}{RTi1, RTi2, ..., RTik}
Let RTji be the non empty set of reconfigure transitions associated with the net Nji :
RTji={rtj1, rtj2, …, rtjr}.
Let rtjm < N, Ee, Eg, , > be a reconfigure transition in RTji, such that :
 Ee=(GPe, RPe, Ue, Ae); the emitter (sender) environment;
 N=(P, T, A) and NUe; The unit to be send;
 Eg=(GPg, RPg, Ug, Ag); The guest (destination) environment;
   RPe; =r c. (r denotes removed places and c denotes cloned places).
  is a set of arcs.  RPe x TRPg x T.
Let strt be the start transition of N.
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Conditions to fire rtjm<N, Ee, Eg, , >:

In addition to the known conditions (conditions to fire a transition in classical Petri nets), we
impose that there exists a free place pg in GPg; witch means: for each t startsg, (pg,t)Ag.


After firing rtjm:

In addition to the known post-condition of a transition firing in classical Petri nets, we add the
following post-condition:
LRN will be structurally changed such that:
If Ee and Eg denote the same environment then LRN will be not changed;
Else:
1) Ug  Ug{N}; Ue  Ue/{N}; the unit N is added to the set of units in the environment
Eg;
2) Ag  Ag(pg, strt); the start transition in N will have as input place the place pg; this
must model that the environment Eg receives the unit N and, this last one can start ist
execution now.
3) Let DA ={(a, b) Ae/ (a and b) and ((aN and bN) or (aN and bN))},
Ae=Ae-DA. DA –deleted arcs- to be deleted after moving N. These deleted arcs can
model the disappear and the disconnection of the unit N from its context in the sender
environment;
4) RPg  RPg; RPeRPe/r. The places r can model the migration of a transferable
resource between the two environments;
5) if ALRN is the set of arcs in LRN, ALRNALRN. These new arcs can model the
rebinding between the two environments. These rebinding are necessary for resources
access.
2.3

Examples of Modeling

A mobile code system is composed of execution units (EUs), resources, and computational
environments (CEs). EUs will be modeled as units and computational environments as
environments. Modeling resources requires using a set of places.
Reconfigure transitions model mobility actions. The key in modeling mobility is to identify
the label associated with the reconfigure transition. We must identify the unit to be moved,
the target computational environment and the types of binding to resources and their
locations. This label depends on the kind of mobility.
In general, a reconfigure transition rt is always labeled <EU, CE, CE‟, , >, such that:
 EU: the execution unit to be moved.
 CE, CE‟: respectively, resource and target computational environments.
 : will be used to model transferable resources. So  is empty if the system has no
transferable resource.
 : models bindings after moving.
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The execution unit that contains rt and the EU that represents the first argument in the label
will be defined according to the three design paradigms: remote REV) evaluation, code on
demand (COD), and mobile agent (MA).
2.3.1

Remote Evaluation

In remote evaluation paradigm, an execution unit EU1 sends another execution unit EU2
from a computational environment CE1 to another one CE2. The reconfigure transition rt is
contained in the unit modeling EU1, and EU2 will be the first argument in rt‟s label.
Let us consider two computational environments E1 and E2. Firstly, E1 contains two
execution units EU1 and EU2; E2 contains an execution unit EU3. The three execution units
execute infinite loops. EU1 executes actions {a11, a12}, EU2 executes actions {a21, a22, a23},
and EU3 executes actions {a31, a32}. a21 requires a transferable resource TR1 and a nontransferable resource bound by type PNR1 which is shared with a11. a22 and a12 share a
transferable resource bound by value VTR1, and a23 requires a non-transferable resource NR1.
In E2, EU1 requires a non-transferable resource bound by type PNR2 to execute a31. PNR2 has
the same type of PNR1.
The system will be modeled as a labeled reconfigurable net LRN. LRN contains two
environments E1, E2 that model the two computational environments (CE1 and CE2). Units
EU1 and EU2 will model execution units EU1 and EU2, respectively. In this case, the unit EU1
will contain a reconfigure transition rt<EU2,E1,E2,,  >; such that:
1.

E1 =(RP1, GP1, U1, A1); RP1= {TR1, PNR1, VTR1, NR1}. U1 = {EU1, EU2};

2.

E2 = (RP2, GP2, U2, A2); RP2={ PNR2}. GP2 ={PEU1}.

3.

r={TR1}, c={VTR1};

4.

={(PEU1,str2), (PNR2,a21), (NR1, a23)}.

Figure 1 shows the model this system before the migration and after the migration.
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Figure III. 1. REV-Model before and after firing rt

Code On Demand

In code-on-demand paradigm, an execution unit EU1 fetches another execution unit EU2.
The reconfigure transition rt is contained in the unit modeling EU1, and EU2 will be the first
argument in rt‟s label. If we reconsider the above example, the unit EU1 will contain a
reconfigure transition rt<EU2, E2, E1, , >.
The transition rt<EU2, E2, E1, , > means that EU1 will demand EU2 to be moved from E2 to
E1. In this case, ={TR1, VTR1}, ={(PEU2, str2), (PNR2, a21), (NR1, a23)}.
Figure 2 shows the model proposed to model this system.
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Figure III. 2. COD-Model before and after firing rt
2.3.3

Mobile Agent

In mobile agent paradigm, execution units are autonomous agents. The agent itself triggers
mobility. In this case, rt –the reconfigure transition- is contained in the unit modeling the
agent and EU (the first argument) is also this agent.
Let E1 and E2 two computational environments. E1 contains two agents, a mobile agent
MA and a static agent SA1; E2 contains a unique static agent SA2. The three agents execute
infinite loops. MA executes actions {a11, a12, a13 }, SA1 executes actions {a21, a22, a23}, and
SA2 executes actions {a33, a32}. To be executed, a11 require a transferable resource TR1 and a
non-transferable resource bound by type PNR1 which is shared with a21. a12 and a22 share a
transferable resource bound by value, and a13 and a23 share a non-transferable resource NR1.
In E1, SA2 requires a non-transferable resource bound by type PNR2 to execute a32. PNR2 has
the same type of PNR1.
The system will be modeled as a labeled reconfigurable net LRN. LRN contains two
environments E1, E2 that model the two computational environments. In this case the unit A
that models the mobile agent A will contain a reconfigure transition rt < A, E1, E2, ,  >;
such that:
1.
E1 =(RP1, GP1, U1, A1); RP1 contains at least four places that model the four
resources. Let TR1, NR1, PNR1 and VTR1 be these places. GP1 contains at least a free
place PA1 modeling that A can be received, and U1={A}.
2.

E2=(RP2,GP2, U2, A2); RP2={PNR2}, GP2={PA2}.

3.

r={TR1}, c={VTR1};

4.

={(PA2, str1), (PNR2, a11), (NR1, a13)}.

Figure 3 shows the model proposed to model this system.
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Figure III. 3. MA-Model before and after firing rt
2.4

Shortcomings and Extensions

This first formalism is a simple formalism dedicated to mobile code systems. It offers an
intuitive and very explicit way to model migration with all its forms. The bending between
environments is modeled through connections (arcs) that can be updated after the migration of
some unit. The most shortcoming of this model is due to the idea of the labels associated to
the reconfigure transition. The data given as a label are necessary to realize the mobility,
however these labels make the model unnatural and far from the intuition of Petri nets. This
makes the formalism to lose the background formal which is necessary to do analysis.
One solution is to push the data given in labels to input places of the reconfigure transition.
So the environments, the unit to move, the necessary bindings can be seen as tokens to be
stored firstly in some input places. This idea imposes to extend the first formalism to another
one, where it is possible to define data in places, so to define variables and types. The
extension proposed is the Colored Labeled Reconfigurable Nets [45].

3

Colored Reconfigurable Nets

Colored reconfigurable nets [45] are an extension of labeled reconfigurable nets.
Informally, a colored reconfigurable net is a set of environments (blocs of units). Connections
between these environments and their contents can be modified during runtime. A unit is a
specific Petri net. A unit can contain three kinds of transitions (a unique start transition:
,a
set of ordinary transitions:
, a set of calculi transition:
and a set of reconfigure
transitions:
).
When a reconfigure transition is fired, a net N will be (re)moved from an environment E
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towards another environment E‟. The net N, the environment E and E‟ are defined by a
calculi transition witch must always precedes the reconfigure transition. Here after we
redefine the concepts of: unit, environment then we give the definition of a colored
reconfigurable net.
3.1

Formal Definition

To define colored reconfigurable nets, we redefine firstly the unit and the environment.
Definition 3.1 (Unit) :
A unit is a net U=(Σ, P, T, A, C, E)
Σ : a finite set of types (colors); we denote by expr the set of expression that can be written
using variables in sets of Σ.
P: a finite set of places;
T: a finite set of transitions. We have T=TCR. Where
T: a set of ordinary transitions, T={t1, …, tn}. This set must contain a unique
transition that we call a start transition. We denote this transition as strt,
C: a set of calculi transitions, C={c1, …, cm},
R: a set of reconfigure transitions, R ={r1, …, rp}.
A: a set of arcs
C: a color mapping from P to Σ. C joins to each place p a color c that we note C(p).
E: an expression mapping from A to expr.
Definition 3.2 (Environment): an environment E is a quadruplet E=(GP, RP, U, A)
 GP = {gp1, gp2, …, gps} a finite set of specific places : “guest places ”;
 RP = {rp1, rp2, …, rps} a finite set of specific places : “resource places”;
 U = { N1, N2, … Nk} a set of nets, where T1, T2, …, Tk are the sets of their transitions
and StrT={strt1, strt2, …, strtk} is the set of their start transitions.
 A : a set of arcs, A GP x StrTRPxT. Such that: T=T1T2 …Tk

Remark : we say that a unit U is in an environment E iff the net U is a subnet of the net E.
Definition 3 (Colored reconfigurable nets):
A colored reconfigurable nets (CRN) is couple N=(E, A), such that:
E: a finite set of environments;
A: a finite set (probably empty) of arcs; these arcs connect places (resp. transitions) from
one environment to other transitions (resp. places) in another environment.
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3.2

Dynamic of colored reconfigurable nets

To introduce the dynamic of CRN we consider three types (colors): P(set of places), N(set
of nets), and B(set of arcs). We denote respectively by P*, N*, B* the three multi-sets of types
P, N, B. We focus on the semantic of the calculi and the reconfigure transition.
Semantics of calculi transition:
A calculi transition must take as input three tokens of type N(two environments and one
unit, the unit must be in one and only one of the two environments). Firing the calculi
transition provides a token in the multi-sets < N*, P*, B*>. We can say that a calculi transition
uses a set of nets to computes some arcs and places. At the output, it provides a composite
token of the input nets and the computed arcs and places. In general, this token is used by a
reconfigure transition.
If t is a calculi transition, and E1, E2 (represent two environments), U (represents a unit, U
is in E1) are the input nets, once t is fired it produces a token <U+E1+E2, P, A> such that P
and A are two multi-sets that can be defined like this:
P={pPE1/ pPU and  t  TU such that (p,t)AE1 or (t,p)AE1 },
and
A={aAE1/ aAE1 and  (t,p) TE1xPU  TUxPE1}.
Where PN, AN and TN denote respectively places, arcs and transitions of a net N.
Informally, P can model places that contain resources in the sender environment E1. These
resources are used by the unit U before its migration. The mutli-set A models connections
between the unit U and the environment E1.
Semantics of reconfigure transition:
The objective of a reconfigure transition is to reconfigure the structure of the net. To be
fired, a reconfigure transition takes as input a token in the multi-sets : < N*, N, P*, B*>. Firing
a reconfigure transition will update the structure of the colored reconfigurable nets that
contains this transition in the following semantics:
If rt is a reconfigure transition and <U+E1, E2, P, A> is an input token, to fire rt we impose
that there exists a free place pg in GPE2; witch means:
For each t strTE2 (pg,t)AE2.
Where strTE2 denotes the set of the start transitions of all units defined in the environment
E2.

Once this condition is satisfied, firing rt changes N structurally such that:


If E1 and E2 denote the same environment then N will not be changed;
Else:
1) The net U is removed from the net E1: UE2UE2{U};
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2) The net U is added to the environment E2: UE1UE1/{U};
3) AE2  AE2(pg,strt); such that strt is the start transition for U.
4) Some elements of P are transformed from E1 towards E2, some others are
cloned and some others will not be changed (resp for elements in A). These
elements depend on the modeling case.
3.3

Examples of Modeling

As an example, we will redo the modeling of the example of Mobile agent system,
presented above with LRN. The modeling of the two other examples can be done in the same
manner.
We use the same description given above for a mobile agent system. The system will be
modeled as a colored reconfigurable net N. N contains two environments E1, E2 that model
the two computational environments (CE1 and CE2). Units A1 A2 and A3 will model MA, SA1
and SA2, respectively. In this case, the unit A1 will contain a reconfigure transition rt and a
calculi transition cu.
1. E1=(RP1, GP1, U1, A1); RP1={TR1, PNR1, VTR1, NR1}. U1 ={EU1, EU2};
2. E2 =(RP2, GP2, U2, A2); RP2={ PNR2}. GP2 ={PEU1}.
3. ct will take as input tokens : E1, A1 and E2. ct will provide the token : <A1+E1, E2, P,
A>. such that
P=TR1+VTR1
A=(NR1,a23)+(PNR2,a21)
4. rt takes as input <A1+E1, E2, P, A> and will remove A1 and places in P from E1
towards E2. Arcs in A will be added to the N.
In the figure III.4, the types of places P1, P2, P3 is N(set of nets). P1 contains A1, P2 contains
E2 and P3 contains E2. The type of place P11 is <N*, N, P*, B*>. Figure III.4 shows the model
of this system before and after the migration of a mobile agent.
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Figure III. 4. MA-Model (modeled with CRN) before and after firing rt
3.4

Shortcomings and Extensions

The extra data used as labels in the LRN model is resolved by the use of types in the CRN
models. The types offer the possibility of interpreting mobility as the migration of some parts
of a net from one environment (which is also a net) toward another. The net to be moved, the
send and the destination are all expressed as complex data defined as tokens in some places.
The migration requires firstly defining the nets to be moved, and the changes that will be
applied to the two environments. This step is realized firstly by one transition (the calculus
transition), then the reconfiguration is insured by a second transition (the reconfigure one).
The problem now is the interpretation of the effect of the two transitions. The transition
which does a calculus then provides a set of data, and the transition that achieve the
reconfiguration of the net. A formal interpretation of the two effects into the Petri nets known
operation is required to insure the formal verification of these models using the formal
methods applied early in Petri nets. In the absence of this formal interpretation, all that one
can do is to realize a simulation of the model or to compute a reachablity tree and does the
possible verification. The computation of the reachability tree must consider the specific
transitions. Each time, when we have a calculus transition or a reconfigure transition, one
must call to specific procedures that have a different effect than ordinary transitions. These
procedures will calculate data using the semantics associated to the calculus transitions or will
change the structure of the net using the semantics of the reconfigure transition.
It is clear that a reachability tree is this case will not be like ordinary reachability tree. each
node in our reachability tree must be composed by to component :a marking vector that
denotes the marking of each place, and a structure state that represents the structure of the net
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at the current state. The state of a reconfigurable system (like a mobile code system) is no
more modeled by the marking of the net, but also by the structure of the net. The marking and
the structure are the two dynamic and the two change over time.
The simulation of the models and the computation of a reachabililty tree seem to be two
techniques that can be applied to do analysis for models in LRN or CRN. But really a formal
interpretation needs to be defined. A formal interpretation of the extra-natural transitions
seems to be required to insure that the proposed model is always a Petri net or can be
translated to a Petri net. To insure this, we will proceed as follows:

Firstly, we think that the above proposed models are focused on mobility
which represents a specific case of a large class of systems, which are reconfigurable systems.
A reconfigurable system can be as a logic system (code mobility) or a physic system (mobile
robots, mobile wireless networks, …). The mobility is seen as a specific reconfigurablity. It
seems to be more adequate to propose formalism for reconfigurable systems. The
reconfigurability of a system will not, necessary, require the migration of a whole unit form
one environment to another one. The reconfigurability can be so simple that it consists of a
small modification of the structure of some unit in a system (logic or physic). These kinds of
modifications motivate us to think of some formalism where the reconfiguration is defined
into a low level. Considering a net as a graph, a low level reconfiguration lets the net to
modify its structure by adding or deleting one component (a place, a transition, or an arc).
This small modification can be used after to realize more significant reconfiguration, which is
the case in mobile code systems. So, the proposition can be seen as a reconfigurable net with a
high granularity. We will present this proposition in the next section (section four), as
Flexible nets.

Considering the formal interpretation of the reconfiguration, we will propose to
prove that all reconfiguration behaviors (implying the modification of the structure of the net
during its execution) can be encoded into classical Petri nets behaviors. This result will be
more explained in the chapter four.

4

Flexible Nets: The mature idea

Flexible Nets (FN) is an extension of colored Petri Nets [47, 49]. In FN, the places, the
transitions and the arcs are objects that can figure as marking of places. These objects can be
signed: positive or negative. We introduce three sorts: P (for place), T (for transition), and A
(for arc). These three sorts can contain negative as positive objects. We abandon the use of
reconfigure transitions. All transitions can change the structure of the net depending on the
expressions labeling input arcs of these transitions. By using signed objects, we offer the
possibility for adding (or deleting) nodes to (from) the net, when a transition is fired. The
reconfiguration of the net by adding or deleting nodes will be interpreted as an internal
operation defined in the sorts P, T and A. In the next paragraphs, we will present this internal
operation and how it reconfigures a net. The initial marking of an added place, the guard
associated to an added transition, and the expression labeling an added arc must be present
when the transition that will add these nodes is fired. These three pieces of information can be
modeled as data presented in the input places of a transition. Finally, we consider that
transitions can be temporized.
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4.1

Formal Definition

A Flexible Net N is a 9-tuple (, P, T, A, C, G, E, I), where:
 : a set of types (Colors). We denote by * the set of all muti-sets of the set ;
 P: a set of places;
 T: a set of transitions;
 A: a set of arcs. A(TxP) (PxT);
 C: a color function associated to each place. C: P. For each place p, C associates a
unique color C(p);
 G: a guard function associated to each transition. G: TExp. Where Exp is the set of all
Boolean expressions that can be constructed using constants and variables defined in types
;
 E: an expression function that associates to each arc a in A an expression E(a);
 I: is an initial state of the net. I=<M0, S0>, where M0 is the initial marking of places P. M0:
P*. S0 is the initial structure of the net. We take S0=PTA.
In section 4.2 and in section 4.3 of this first part of the chapter, variables are always written
as italic letters and constants as regular letters. Expressions are always written between angle
brackets. The expression <> denotes the empty expression. The sets P, T and A are considered
as types in . We use the symbols P, T and A, to denote the names of these types and also to
denote the sets that contain the elements (places, transitions and arcs) in the net N. This means
that these sets can change over the execution of the net, but in some occurrences P, T, and A
refer to the types which are abstract notions. These types contain names of places, transitions
and arcs. These names can be signed. For example, we note p as an unsigned place, and +p,
and -p as a signed one. We define the internal operation  in sets P, T, and A. We denote by
 the neutral element for the operation: . We adopt the following proprieties for this
operation:
Let e, e‟, e‟‟ be three signed elements defined strictly in one of the three above sets: P, T,
or A, we have:
 ee‟= e‟e;
 (ee‟)e‟‟= e‟(ee‟‟);
 e-e=-ee=;
 e=e;
If E={e1, e2, e3} is a subset of one of the three sets P, T, or A. We allow that E can also be
written as an expression Eterm=e1e2e3. In this semantics, the expression ee‟ denotes the
set {e, e‟}, and the expression e-e denotes the set {e}/{e‟} which is briefly the set {e}. The
neutral element  denotes the empty set {}.
In the set of types ={C1, C2, …}, we can have complex types. If C is a complex type in ,
then every element e in C can be written as a tuple <e1, e2, e3, …, en>, such as n is the arity of
e. In this case, we denote by ei the sub-element of order i in the element e, and we denote by
Type(ei) the type of this sub-element. In a tuple <e1, e2, e3, …, en> which appears in a marking
of a place p, we suppose that:
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 if Type(ei)=P (which means that ei is a place) and ei is positive , then ei+1 and ei+2 must be
the two expressions that represent respectively, the initial marking of ei and the type of ei.
If ei is negative ei+1 and ei+2 will be empty expressions;
 if Type(ei)=T (which means that xi is a transition) and ei is positive, then ei+1 must be the
expression that represents the guard of ei. If ei is negative ei+1 can be an empty expression;
 if Type(ei)=A (which means that ei is an arc) and ei is positive, then ei+1 must be the
expression labeling the arc ei. If ei is negative ei+1 will be an empty expression;
4.2

Firing Rules

Let N be a Flexible Net, and t a transition in T. As in CPN [31], we denote by °t the set of
input places of the transition t, and by t° the set of output places of the transition t. Let
I0=<M0, S0> be the current state of N. Firing t changes I0 towards I1=<M1, S1>. We denote
this as : <M0, S0>t<M1, S1>.
Preconditions to fire t. t can be fired iff there is a unification  such that M0(p)E(p, t)[],
for each p in °t, and G(t) is true.
Post-conditions of firing t. after the firing of t, N will transit from its current state I0 to
another state I1=<M1, S1>. For each p in °t, we will have: M1(p)=M0(p)-E(p,t)[]. For each p
in t°, we will have: M1(p)=M0(p)+E(t,p)[]. S0 (which is P0T0A0) will be updated to
S1=P1T1A1, with their terms P1term , T1term , A1term .
For each p in °t, if E(p, t) is the tuple <e1, e2, …, en>, then for each ei in e1, e2, …, en:
 if Type(ei)=P then P1term= P0termei[], C(ei[])=ei+1[], and M1(ei[])=ei+2[];
 if Type(ei)=T then

T1
term

 if Type(ei)=A then

A1

=

term

=

 ei[] and G(ei[])=ei+1[];

T0
term
A0

term

 ei[] and E(ei[])=ei+1[].

The following three examples are presented to clarify the semantics of this formalism. We
start by the example of Figure III.5.
p1
t1

firing t1

p1
t1
p2

Figure III. 5. Flexible Nets first example
In Figure III.5, firing the transition t1 will change the structure of the net. In the new
structure, a new place p2 and a new arc (t1, p2) are added to the original structure. To ensure
this behavior, we must have at the initial state of the net:
 M0(p1)=<+p2, <>, “integer”, +(t1,p2), <1>>. This marking will allow the creation of a new
place p2 which type is integer with an empty initial marking and a new arc (t1,p2) which is
labeled <1>.
 (p1,t1) is labeled <p1, mark_p1, Type, a1, exp_a1>. Where: p2, is a variable of type P, a1, is
a variable of type A, mark_p2, Type, exp_a1 are variables of type expression.
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From this initial state, it is clear that t1 can be fired with respect to the substitution:
=[p1+p2, mark_p1<>, Type”integer”, a1+(t1,p2), exp_a1<1>]
System in Figure III.6 has a more complex behavior.

P0

P0
t0

firing t0

P1

t0
P1

t1
P2

firing t1
P0
firing t0

t0
P1

Figure III. 6. Flexible Nets second example.
In this case, the system starts by firing t0 which will delete the arc (p0, t0) and will add: the
place p2, the transition t0, and the two arcs {(t0, p2), (p2, t1)}; then, from this state, t1 can be
fired which restitutes the first structure (by deleting the new added nodes and restituting the
arc (p0, t0)), and finally the t0 destroys the net. To facilitate this presentation, types of places
will not appear in the following expressions. Initially, we must have:
 M0(p0)=<-(p0,t0), p2, <-t1, -p2, (p0,t0),
<a1, p1, mark_p1, t1, grd_t1, p2, mark_p2, a2, exp_a2, a3, exp_a3,
a4, exp_a4>
>,
t1, <>, , <>, (t0, p2), <, , , <>>, (p2,t1), <t1, p1, a1, exp_a1>, (t1, p0),
<, -p0, <>, -t0, <>, -p1, <>, , <>, , <>, , <>>
>;
 E(p0, t0)=<a1, p1, mark_p1, t1, grd_t1, p2, mark_p2, a2, exp_a2, a3, exp_a3>;
 E(t0, p1)=<1> and M0(p1)=0.
From this initial state, the transition t0 is enabled with the substitution:
=[a1-(p0,t0), p1 p2, mark_p1<-t1, -p2, (p0,t0), <a1, p1, mark_p1, t1, grd_t1, p2,
mark_p2, a2, exp_a2, a3, exp_a3, a4, exp_a4>>,
t1 t1, grd_t1<>, p2, mark_p2<>, a2(t0, p2), exp_a2<, , , , <>>,
a3(p2,t1), exp_a3< t1, grd_t1, p1, mark_p1, a1, exp_a1>].
Once t0 is fired:
 (p0, t0) will be deleted,
 p2 will be added with M1(p2)=
<-t1, <>, -p2, <>, (p0,t0),
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<a1, p1, mark_p1, t1, grd_t1, p2, mark_p2, a2, exp_a2, a3, exp_a3, a4, exp_a4>
>,
 t1 will be added,
 (t0, p2) labeled <, , , , <>> will be added,
 (p2, t1) labeled <t1, grd_t1, p1, mark_p1, a1, exp_a1> will be added,
 (t1, p0) labeled <, -p0, <>, -t0, <>, -p1, <>, , <>, , <>> will be added,
 M1(p1)=<1>.
From this second state, t1 is enabled with the substitution:
‟=[
t1-t1, grd_t1<>, p1-p2, mark_p1<>, a1(p0, t0),
exp_a1<a1, p1, mark_p1, t1, grd_t1, p2, mark_p2, a2, exp_a2, a3, exp_a3, a4,
exp_a4>
].
When t1 is fired, t1 and p2 will be deleted, (p0, t0) is restituted, and M2(p0)=< , -p0, <>, -t0,
<>, -p1, <>, , <>, , <>>
From this third state, t0 is enabled with the substitution:
‟‟= [
a1, p1-p0, mark_p1<>, t1-t0, grd_t1<>, p2-p1, mark_p2<>,
a2, exp_a2<>, a3, exp_a3<>
].
When t0 is fired, the net will be destroyed.
t0
P0
Case1
t0

P0

P1
t0
Case2
P1

P1
Case3

t0
p1

p
0

Figure III. 7. Flexible Nets third example.
The example of Figure III.7 treats a particular case. In the current version of FN, we adopt
that when a transition t tries to delete a node n from the structure S, and if n does not exist in
S, the transition will be fired and the structure will not be changed. But when t tries to add a
node n to the structure S which also contains a node with the same name n, we can adopt
some conversion (an -conversion) of the occurrences of n to avoid confusion in the
generated structure S‟.
In the example of Figure III.7, we show the application of an -conversion when the node
to be added existed in the current net. Suppose that the initial marking of p0 is <p0, <>, (t0, p0),
<1>, -p0, <>>. And suppose that E(p0, t0)=<p1, mark_p1, a1, exp_a1, p2, mark_p2>. In this
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initial state, t0 is enabled with the substitution =[p1p0, exp1<>, a1(t0, p0), exp2<1>,
p2-p0, mark_p2<>]. We have three cases: (i) without -conversion, the system will add a
an arc (t0, p0) to the net, then it will delete the place p0, (ii) with an -conversion that convert
all occurrences of p0, we will have =[p1p0, mark_p1<>, a1(t0, p0), exp_a1<1>,
p2-p0, mark_p2<>] and the system will add a place then delete this place; so the
structure will not change, (iii) with an -conversion on positive occurrences, we will have
+=[p1p0, mark_p1<>, a1(t0, p0), exp_a1<1>, p2-p0, mark_p2<>]. In this
case, the system will add the place p0 and delete p0.
Now, what kinds of conversion we will adopt? This can be considered as a specialization of
the Flexible Nets formalism. We consider that the formalism is generic and such
specialization can be chosen by the user depending on the application. This problem can also
be avoided if the names chosen are completely different from the current names in the model.
4.3

Examples of Modeling

4.3.1 Example of a Dynamic Join Calculus model
Let review the specification written in the DJC [13] and presented in the chapter two:
ready(printer)|job(file)  printer (file)
ready(laser)| job(1), job(2)

In this specification, once we have a job to be printed and a ready printer we send this job
the ready printer. To specify this simple system in the FN formalism, we define two places
job, and ready. These two places represented the two terms job and ready in the DJC
specification. These two places will be initially marked <1>+<2>, and <laser>, respectively.
In the FN formalism (Figure III.8) we will have a new place created to represent every
detected ready printer. In the example specified here, we have one ready printer which is
laser. So the firing of the transition will create a new place with the name laser, and which
will be marked ever <1> or <2>. The name of this created place is a parameter given in the
predefined place ready. To specify this behavior, we start by add a transition that create the
data which represents the node to be added to the graph at runtime. The transition t‟ in the
Figure III.8, create the token <+printer, <file>>, this one is stored in the place p1, and will be
used by the transition t to create a new place with the name stored in the variable printer and
with the initial marking<file>.
The idea is that each rule in the DJC which produces new terms (processes) in the system is
modeled as two transitions, a first one which will define the nodes to be added, and a second
transition which will change effectively the structure of the net, to model the reconfiguration
in the DJC specification.
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<laser>

ready

<1>
<2>

<printer>

job

<file>

t‟
<+printer, <file>>
t

p1
<printer, expr>

Figure III. 8. The initial configuration.

ready

<1>

job

laser
<1>

<printer>

<file>

t‟
<+printer, <file>>
t

p1
<printer, expr>

Figure III. 9. The configuration after firing the sequence t‟,t.
4.3.2

Example of a Mobile Petri Nets model

We take the example presented in the chapter two when we have presented Mobile Petri
Nets [20].
Let consider the Mobile net N  ( Y )( m , T ) where:
Y  { p1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 }, T  {t1 , t 2 },
t1  { p1 ( x , a , p ), p 2 ( y , z )}  { p ( x , y )} t 2  { p 2 ( p , p ')}  { p (1, 2), p '( a , b ), p 3 (6)}

,

Suppose that the initial marking is m  { p1 (1, a , p 5 ), p 2 ( p 4 , p 5 )} .
In this example, the firing of the transition t1 will create the place p which is given as a
token in the place p1. The initial marking of p is <x,y>, where x is given in the place p1 and y
in the place p2 respectively. In the FN formalism, we have proposed that initial marking of an
added place p is defined with this place in the same input place for the transition which will
add p.
To model this example using Flexible nets, we will have the initial configuration as showed
on Figure III.10. In the specification of Figure III.10, the behavior of the transition t1 of the
Mobile net is reproduced by the sequence “t0, t1”, and the behavior of the transition t2 of the
Mobile net is reproduced by the sequence “t3, t2”.
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P1

P2

<1, a, p5>

<p4, p5>
<p,p‟>

<x, a, p>
t0

<y, z>
t3
<+p,<x, y>>

<+p,<1, 2>, +p‟, <a, b>>

P6

P7
<p, exp, p‟, exp‟, p‟, exp‟‟ >

<p, exp>
t1

t2
<6>
P3

Figure III. 10. Flexible Nets: example of Mobile nets
The behavior of the two transitions t1 and t2 in the mobile net is reproduced by the two
transition t1 and t2 respectively in the Flexible net. The firing of t1 requires the firing of t0, and
the firing of t2 requires the firing of t3.
The firing of the sequence “t1, t2” leads to the configuration showed on Figure III.11, and
the firing of the sequence “t3, t2” leads to the configuration showed on the Figure III.12.

P1

P2

<p,p‟>
<x, a, p>
t0

<y, z>
t3
<+p,<x, y>>
P6

P7
<p, exp, p‟, exp‟, p‟, exp‟‟ >

<p, exp>
t1

<+p,<1, 2>, +p‟, <a, b>>

t2
<6>
P5

P3

<1, p5>

Figure III. 11. Configuration after firing the sequence t0,t1
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P1

P2

<1, a, p5>
<p,p‟>
<x, a, p>

<y, z>
t3

t0

<+p,<x, y>>

<+p,<1, 2>, +p‟, <a, b>>

P6

P7
<p, exp, p‟, exp‟, p‟, exp‟‟ >

<p, exp>
t1

t2
<6>
<6>

P3

P4

P5

<1,2>

<a, b>

Figure III. 12. Configuration after firing the sequence t3,t2
4.3.3

Example of a Dynamic Petri Nets model

Let review the example presented in the chapter two, when we have presented the dynamic
net (DN) [20].
Consider the following dynamic net:
( { A , B })(
{ A( X ) 
( {Y })(
{ X (W ), Y ( Z )}  W ( Z ),
{ A (Y ), Y ( B )}
),
{ A ( A ), B ( B )}
)

The initial marking is {A(A), B(B)}.
Like we have explained in the chapter two, when the external transition is fired, it adds a
new transition and a new place.
The FN of this example is presented in Figure III.13. In Figure III.13, the behavior of the
external transition defined in the DN is reproduced by the sequence “t0,t1”. The behavior of
the internal transition is reproduced by the sequence “ t‟‟, t‟ ”. This last sequence (and so its
behavior) is defined also in the marking created when the transition t0 is fired.
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A

B

<A>

<B>

<x>
t0
<+x, +Y, <B>, t‟‟, +(x, t‟‟), <W>, +(Y, t‟‟), <Z>,
+p2, +(t‟‟, p2), <+W, <Z>>, +t‟, +(p2,t‟), <W,<Z>> >

p1
<x, Y, exp, t‟‟, a, exp‟, a‟, exp‟‟ , p2, a‟, exp‟‟‟, t‟,a‟‟‟,exp‟‟‟‟>

<Y>

t

Figure III. 13. The initial configuration
In Figure III.14 and Figure III.15, exp1=<+x, +Y, <B>, t‟‟, +(x, t‟‟), <W>, +(Y, t‟‟), <Z>, +p2, +(t‟‟, p2),
<+W, <Z>>, +t‟, +(p2,t‟), <W,<Z>> > , and exp2= <x, Y, exp, t‟‟, a, exp‟, a‟, exp‟‟ , p2, a‟, exp‟‟‟,
t‟,a‟‟‟,exp‟‟‟‟>

A

Y

<Y>

<B>

B
<B>

<W>
<Z>

<x>
t0
<exp1 >

t‟‟
<+W, <Z> >
p2

p1
<Y>

<exp2 >

<W, <Z> >
t‟

t

Figure III. 14. The configuration after the firing of the sequence t0, t
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A

Y
<B>

B
<B>

<W>
<Z>

<x>
t0
<exp1 >

t‟‟
<+W, <Z> >
p2

p1
<exp2 >

<Y>

<W, <Z> >
t‟

t

Figure III. 15. The configuration after the firing of the sequence t‟‟, t‟

5

Analysis Issues

The use of formal methods finds its motivation in the analysis and verification techniques
that can be used with these methods. The proprieties that can be verified depend on the kind
of the method used and the modeled system. In case of Petri Nets, some known proprieties are
defined: boundedness, safety, reachability …etc. The most of proposed extensions of Petri
Nets have some automatic tools to achieve the verification of some proprieties. In the current
work, we consider that the same proprieties defined for classical Petri Nets can be studied and
extended for Flexible Nets. To analyze these proprieties, we proposed two ways in the current
time:

The first way is based on an extended reachability tree that can be generated
automatically. In classical Petri Nets, the reachability tree has as root the initial marking,
and as nodes all the reachable marking. Arcs between nodes (marking) are labeled with the
transition that transforms some marking (first node) to another marking (second node). In
the FN, nodes of this reachability tree are not simple marking but they are states. Each state
is a couple <S, M>, where S is the current structure of the net, and M is the marking
associated to this structure. The root is the initial state <S0, M0>. The nodes are the set of
reachable states. Each two states are linked by an arc labeled with the transition that
transforms one state (the first node) to the other state (second node). As in classical Petri
Nets, if this tree is finite then many proprieties can decided. In the case of an infinite
reachability tree, the analysis will not be complete. In this work, we have realized a small
prototype, that can be used to compute reachability tree for some given net, and for some
number of level in case of infinite tree. The Figure III.16 shows the first interface of the
tool that presents the proposed services in a textual mode. The user must enter the net as a
specification in a text to the program.
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Figure III. 16. Interface of the prototype.
The program can simulate the firing of some transition or it can compute the reachability
tree for some given number of levels. As an example, Figure III.18 presents the reachability
tree obtained for the net shown on Figure III.17.
p1
<>
<p3, p4, t0, t1, t2, a0, a1, a2, a3, a4>
rt1
<-p3, -p4, -t0, -t1, -t2, -a0,
-a1, -a2, -a3, -a4>

rt2
p2

<p3, p4, t0, t1, t2, a0, a1, a2, a3, a4>

Figure III. 17. Example used as input for the realized prototype

In the example of Figure III.17, the initial marking of the place p1 is <+p3, +p4, +t0, +t1, +t2,
+(t0,p3), +(p3,t1), +(t1,p4), +(p4,t2), +(t2,p2)>. When rt1 is fired it will add two places: p3, p4,
three transitions: t0, t1, t2, and the arcs: (t0,p3), (p3,t1), (t1,p4), (p4,t2), (t2,p2). The new added
transitions will not reconfigure the net. After the firing of the transition rt1, the marking of the
place p2 will be: <-p3, -p4, -t0, -t1, -t2, -(t0,p3), -(p3,t1), -(t1,p4), -(p4,t2), -(t2,p2)>. So when the rt2
is fired, it will delete the element that rt1 has added to the net.
Figure III.18 presents the reachability the reachability tree for 36 nodes. The result will be
then depicted using the tool graphviz [102]. At the current time, the objective of this tool was
to simulate the firing of some transition, to follow the dynamic of the net, and to depict some
levels of the reachability tree. The more important work requires the implementation of the
algorithms that will manipulate this tree to prove and verify the required proprieties. This
implementation and more results can be presented in future works.
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Figure III. 18. Reachability tree


The second analysis way is to unfold the flexible nets to another low level net
for which some analysis tools existed. In our case, we have chosen the unfolding of
Flexible Nets toward Dynamic Nets (DN) [5]. The dynamic Nets, as presented in chapter
2, are high level nets, where new transitions can be added to the original nets when some
existing transitions are fired in this net. Although the power expressiveness of Dynamic
Nets, they impose some constraints on the structure of the net. The high dynamicity of
Flexible Nets makes the unfolding complex but possible. We have proposed a
transformation technique that transforms the FN into the DN. The objective of this
transformation is to profit from the idea that DN can also be unfolded into CPN (Colored
Petri Nets). These last one, can be analyzed through the existing tools. The transformation
from FN into DN is a formal transformation; this makes it possible to automate the
unfolding. This transformation is proved but it is not yet automated. The translation of the
Flexible nets into Dynamic nets and the proof of this translation are presented in chapter
four.
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6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented our contribution at the modeling level in a design
process, as a set of extended Petri nets versions. We have presented Labeled Reconfigurable
Nets (LRN) [42] as a first and naïve model, and then we have presented its extension to
Colored Reconfigurable Nets (CRN) [45]. We have presented for each version some examples
of modeling. Studying the shortcomings of these two versions, we have then proposed our last
contribution that we consider more mature: “Flexible Nets” (FN) [31], a formalism to specify
in a general way all reconfigurable systems. The FN formalism allows the structure of the net
to be dynamic during runtime. The net structure can be updated at any time and in high
granularity. The nodes of the net‟s graph can be added or deleted. A marking of a place by
negative objects (nodes) will delete these nodes. The marking of places with positive nodes
will add these nodes to the structure of the net. We have showed the use of FN to specify
some examples specified with other formalisms in the state of the art.
The power of the proposed formalism is that it is more general and gives an intuitive and
easy method to specify formally reconfigurable systems. The dynamic structure of a system
will be modeled explicitly and naturally in the dynamic structure of the net. We consider that
the designer can use this formalism to specify all kinds of reconfigurable systems.
To analyze models, we have proposed tow possible ways: (i) through a simulator tool that
simulates the firing of transitions and that depict the reachability tree, (ii) through the
unfolding of Flexible Nets specifications into Dynamic Nets models. In the next chapter, we
will present the unfolding (or encoding) of Flexible Nets into Dynamic Nets. This encoding
will be proved.
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Chapter VI: Encoding of Flexible Nets into Dynamic Nets

1

Introduction

Our aim is to offer a way to analyze FN models. As presented in chapter 3, we have
proposed that the analysis of FN can be done through the analysis of some equivalent models
in CPN (Colored Petri Nets [31]) or PN (Petri Nets [27]). Petri Nets and Colored Petri Nets
have been studied for many years and have many automatic verification-tools [33]. To profit
from these tools, we must show that there is some correct transformation from the FN
formalism (as high level nets) towards CPN (and PN). In this chapter we will present this
transformation, and we will present a proof of its correction.
The transformation of FN directly into CPN or PN is a hard task; we propose to prove that
the Flexible Nets (FN) models can be encoded into Dynamic Nets (DN) [20]. Dynamic Nets
offer the possibility of adding new nets to the original one, when a transition is fired. The
problem in this encoding is that our formalism offers more behaviors which are not allowed in
DN. In DN, we have some constraints:
Transitions without input places are not allowed (This condition is formulated as the
obligation that the set of all mutli-sets M Xpre, C is composed of only non empty multi-sets m. m
represent the preset of a transition, see page 4 in [20]);
When adding some nets to the original net, we have not the possibility to modify the input
of an existing transition in the original net;
We cannot add a connection between two disconnected existing nodes;
We cannot delete nodes (place, transition or connection).
Authors of [20] gave one example in their paper that presents the adding of a transition. In
this context, to encode our model in the DN model, we must prove that all new behaviors of
our formalism (adding or deleting some nodes) can be seen as adding of transitions, and then
we can encode FN into DN and so into Petri Nets. DN has been encoded into Colored Petri
Nets and the encoding is proven in [20].
To allow the reader to follow this encoding, we treat the problems that we meet in such
encoding one by one. Every time, when we meet some problem, we explain it and we give
how we have resolved it. Firstly, we try to encode the FN into an indexed DN. In this indexed
DN, we associate to each transition in the DN an explicit name (only to make the model
understandable. In Dynamic Net [20], transitions have not explicit names). Names of
transitions are bounded like names of places. Names of places and names of transitions are
declared together. Indices of transitions and places tell the current reconfiguration (the current
firing of a reconfigure transition). For example t i is the transition which name is t and which
is created in the i th reconfiguration of the net. t i 1 is the transition which name is t and which
is created in the ( i  1) th reconfiguration of the net. Even using this indexed DN as an
intermediary between FN and DN, important prior transformations are required obtain this
indexed DN. This indexed DN is then also transformed into the well known DN.
In this chapter, we present the encoding into Dynamic nets of the principal restructuring
behaviors that can be modeled with our formalism: adding a place, adding a transition, adding
an arc, deleting a place, deleting a transition, and finally, deleting an arc.
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We consider that the adding of a place during runtime is the most complex behavior. To
reach the Dynamic Net N D equivalent to a Flexible Net NFN, we pass through three steps: (i)
Transformation of the net to reach a new equivalent net N ' where the firing of a reconfigure
transition will add only new transitions (even if the real behavior does other thing than this)
(ii) encoding N ' into an indexed Dynamic Nets and the result is index _ N D , and finally, (iii)
eliminate the indices and obtain the Dynamic Net N D . The other behaviors are easier to be
encoded into Dynamic nets.

2

Adding a Place in the Flexible Net

In a FN model, a transition can add a place (and so reconfigures the net) when it is fired.
To insure this behavior, the transition must have an input place marked <ap, m0(ap), °ap, ap°,
ξ>, where :
ap: is the name of the place to be added;
m0(ap): is the initial marking of this place;
°ap: is the set of input transitions of this place;
ap°: is the set of output transitions of this place;
ξ: is a function that defines the expressions labeling input and output arcs of ap.
Figure 1 shows the FN.
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

 ap , m 0  ap  ,  ap , ap  ,  

rt
…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.1. Adding a place in the FN model
A transition that can add a place when it is fired, can be seen as a transition with a label
<ap, m0(ap), °ap, ap°, ξ>. So, the adding of a place can be realized through the firing of a
labeled reconfigure transition (as in our work LRN [42]). Figure IV.2 shows the labeled
model that does the same behavior. We will work on the model of Figure IV.2.

in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt ( ap , m 0  ap  ,  ap , ap ,  )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.2. Adding a place in the labeled version
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2.1

The encoding

In Figure IV.2, we have a transition rt, with °rt (resp. rt°) represents the set of input places
(resp. the set of output places) of rt. When rt is fired, a new place ap is added to the net. The
new place added will have some input transitions °ap and their input expressions: (°ap, ap),
some output transitions ap°, and their output expressions: (ap, °ap), and an initial marking
m0(ap). Transitions in °ap, ap° are not new transitions but they existed in the original net.
Suppose that:
 rt   in _ rt1 ,  , in _ rt n  is

the set of input places of rt and  x1 ,  , x n  are respectively
their associated output expressions so for each i1..n, (in_rti,rt)=xi,
rt    out _ rt1 ,  , out _ rt m  is

the set of output places for rt and  y1 ,  , y m  are
respectively their associated input expressions so for each i1..n, (rt, out_rti)=yi.
The initial marking of the net is M0,
The set of transitions in the original net is TFN   i  t i    rt  where only rt is a
reconfigure transition,
The set of places in the original net is PFN.
Let consider:

 int 1 ,

 , int k   TFN

is the set of transitions for which ap will be added as an input place
with respectively  z1 ,  , z k  as a set of expressions such that: for each i1..k, (ap, inti)=zi.
For each transition int i   int 1 ,  , int k  , let °(inti) and (inti)° be respectively their input
and output places (before starting the transformations).
We denote by in t i0 the transition in t i at the current time (before any transformation). When
rt is fired, it adds ap to  (int i 0 ) . In order to make this behavior closer to a Dynamic nets
behavior, we propose to simulate this through:
Firstly disabling the int i 0 transition, (like if this transition does not exist in the net. This
effect can be done easily like we will see )
Secondly adding a new transition inti1 such that:
 (int i )   ap    (int i )
1

and

0

(int i )   (int i )  .
1

0

,

………………………………………(formula I)

Informally, the transition in t 1i represents the transition in t i0 with a new input place ap. So in
the new configuration, in t i0 will disappear, and we will have a new transition in t 1i that
simulates the transition in t i0 and which has a new input place ap.
Through this first transformation, the adding of a place in the FN model can be seen as the
adding of a transition, and this can be seen as a DN behavior. We transform the structure of
the FN (Figure 2) towards a new structure (Figure 3) that disables int i0 , once rt is fired. In the
Figure IV.3, the place new _ in i0 (initially marked with a one black token (•)) will disable the
transition int i0 , once the rt is fired. In this case, we will have M 0 ( new _ in i0 )   •  and firing rt
will add a new transition: int 1i .
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in_rtn

in_rt1
new_ini0

…

…

inti0

rt (inti1)

…
…

out_rtm

out_rt1

Figure IV.3. Transformation to deal with int 0 .
i

Now, the first firing of rt is well treated (it disables in t i0 and it adds in t 1i ). But if rt will be
fired again, we will meet a new problem, because this second firing of rt will create a new
2
1
int i , where the int i is always enabled (perhaps); we must remember that the original
behavior consists to add places and not transitions like this. To cover this problem, we must
introduce some mechanism which will always disable the last in t ij created once rt is fired for
the (j+1) times. This requires the creation of a synchronization place new _ in i j marked by a
black token (•), every time when rt is fired for some j th times. Names of these places can be
pulled from a place SYN _ in i of names. The place new _ in i j will disable int ij when rt is fired
next time. To insure this synchronization, we firstly add a new place psyn_ini, and then we
require that another transition tsyn _ in ij (of course, these indices are used here to distinguish
between occurrences of these transitions, otherwise tsyn _ in ij will appear in the internal net
and so no problem of confusion) must be added every time when a new transition int ij is
added. tsyn _ in ij has as input place the place new _ in i j (which is a new name at every firing)
and as output place psyn _ in i (which is added only one time during the translation). Now,
adding a place ap that will be an input place for some transition int i0 (as shown in Figure
IV.2) will be considered as adding two transitions ( int 1i , tsyn _ in 1i ) to the configuration in
Figure IV.4. Now, we can correct the above formula (Formula I) to:



 (int i )  { new _ in i }  ap
1

and

1

1

  (int

0
i

0

) / { new _ in i }

,

(int i )   { new _ in i }  (int i )  / { new _ in i } …………………………(Formula
1

1

0

0

II)

SYN_ini
<new_ini1>
new_ini0

tsyn_ini0

in_rt1
…

1

psyn_ini
…

1

rt ( in t i , tsyn _ in i )

…

inti0

in_rtn

…

out_rtm
out_rt1
new_ini1

Figure IV.4. Transformation to deal with in t1 .
i
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In the above section, we have treated the input transition of the added place ap. The
treatment of the output transition will be similar.
Let consider:
{out 1 ,  , out l }  T FN is the set of transitions for which ap will be added as an output

place with respectively  w1 ,  , wl  as expressions, such that: for each i1..l, (outl, ap)=wi.

For each transition out i   out1 ,  , out l  , let  o u t i and outi° be respectively their input and
output places.
To encode this into DN, we can adopt the same method presented in the above paragraphs.
We transform the net to disable outi0 once rt is fired (by adding a synchronization place
0
0
1
n ew _ o u t i (where, M 0  new _ out i    •  ), then rt adds a new transition o u t i , such that:

 out     ap    out   /  new _ out  ,
1
i

and



0
i





0
i

 

 out i   out i / new _ out i
1

0

0

 . ……………………………(Formula III)

With the same manner, as in the above, we treat the possible other firings of rt. This
requires the creation of a synchronization place n ew _ o u t i j marked by a black token (•), every
th
j time when rt is fired. Names of these places can be pulled from a place SYN _ out i . The
place n ew _ o u t i j will disable o u t ij when rt is fired next time. To insure this synchronization,
we firstly add a new place psyn _ out i , and then we require that another transition tsyn _ out i ‟
must be added every time when a new o u t i j is added. tsyn _ o u t i j has as input the place
j
n ew _ o u t i (which is a new name at every firing) and as output place psyn _ out i which is a
constant.
It is now clear that if rt adds a place ap such that:  ap   int i0 
and ap    out i0 
,
i  1.. k
i  1.. l
this configuration is transformed into an equivalent model in which rt adds four transitions
int 1i , tsyn _ in 1i , out 1i , tsyn _ out 1i  .
We conclude that, each transition in t ij added at the jth firing of rt, it will have the same
input places of the transition int ij 1 union some new {ap} union  new _ in i j  minus
output places of in t ij will be the same output places of the int ij 1 transition
 new _ ini j 1  . The
j
union  new _ in i  minus  new _ in i j 1  .
Formally:



 int i

j

   ap    new _ in     int  /  new _ in  .
j 1
i

j

i

j 1

i

and

 int     new _ in    int   /  new _ in  . ……………………….(Formula IV)
j
i

j 1
i

j

i

j 1

i

On the other side, for each transition o u t ij added at the jth firing of rt, it will have the same
input places of the o u t ij 1 transition union  new _ out i j  minus  new _ out i j 1  . The output
places of o u t ij will be the same output places of the o u t ij 1 transition union {ap} union
{new_outij} minus  new _ out i j 1  .
Formally,



 out i

j

  out

j 1
i



 new _ out i

j

 /  new _ out  .
j 1

i
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 out     ap    new _ out    out   /  new _ out  . …….(Formula V)
j
i

j 1
i

j

i

j 1

i

In the following (Figure 5), we present a first encoding of a transformed FN (with one rt
that adds a place ap with k input transitions and l output transitions) into an indexed Dynamic
Nets.
  SYN

 ( PF N

  SYN

j

_ in i , n e w _ in i , p s y n _ in i

i1 .. k

TF N



j

_ o u ti , n ew _ o u ti , p syn _ o u ti ,

i1 .. l

  ts yn

j

_ in i

   ts yn _ o u t  )
j

i

i1 .. k

j 0

i1 .. l

( F o r i  1 ..k ,
in t i :  , n e w _ in i
j

j

ts y n _ in i

j

•

: n e w _ in 0

  , n e w _ in i

•

 p s y n _ in i

j

•.

•.

F o r i  1..l ,
o u t i :  , n e w _ o u ti
j

j

ts y n _ o u ti

•

j

: n ew _ o u ti

j

  , n e w _ o u ti

•

 p syn _ o u ti

j

•.

•.

F o r e a c h t i  T F N / ( a p    a p ),
ti :   
r t : in _ r t1 ( x1 ),  , in _ r t n ( x n ),
p s y n _ in t1  •  ,  , p s y n _ in t k
S Y N _ in1



n e w _ in1

j1



• ,

 n e w _ in

,  , S Y N _ in k

p s y n _ o u t1  •  ,  , p s y n _ o u t l

j1
k

,

• ,

 new _ out  ,  , SYN _ out  new _ out  
{ ( a p  ,   in t , ts yn _ in    o u t , ts yn _ o u t  )
j1

S Y N _ o u tl

j1

1

l

j

j

i

l

j

i

j

1

i1 .. k

j j1

1

i1 .. l

( F o r i  1..k ,
in t i :  in t i
j

j 1

/

 n e w _ in

ts yn _ in i

j

j1
i

 , a p  z  , n e w _ in  •   in t

j 1

j

i

•

j

: n e w _ in i

i

 p s y n _ in i

i

/

 n e w _ in

j1
i

 , n e w _ in  •  .
j

i

•.

F o r i  1..l ,
o u t i : o u t i
j

ts yn _ o u t i
), m 0

j

j 1

/

new _ out

: n e w _ o u ti

j

j1
i

•

 , n e w _ o u t  •   o u t

j1

j

i

 p syn _ o u ti

i

/

new _ out

j1
i

 , ap  w  , new _ out  •  .
j

i

i

•.

 ap 

}
o u t _ r t1

 y1  ,

 , out _ rtm

• ,

 , n e w _ in k

n e w _ in1

j

n e w _ o u t1

 ym  ,
• ,

j

 •  ,  , n ew _ o u tl

j

j

•.

},
M

0

,

n e w _ in1

j

• ,

 , n e w _ in k

j

• ,

S Y N _ in1 (  ),  , S Y N _ in k (  ),
n e w _ o u t1

j

• ,

 , n e w _ o u tl

j

• ,

S Y N _ o u t1 (  ),  , S Y N _ o u t l (  ).
)

Figure IV.5. The indexed Dynamic Net
Now, to obtain the Dynamic net, we must eliminate these indices. We see that each
transition in t ij (j1..n) will have as preset :  (int i )   ap 1  b  , ..., ap j ( b )  { new _ in j (·)} , and
as postset : (int i )   { new _ in j (·)} . So the most problem that we must resolve is the increasing
in the set  ap 1  b  , ..., ap j ( b ) in each firing. These places must be saved from some firing j to
the next firing j+1 (of rt). To encode this into DN, we must consider that these places and
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their associated presets or postsets are always saved in some places (names of these places are
always prefixed by p_ap). These places are input-output places for the rt transitions. These
places have a particular type: Arrays. Tokens of these places are arrays  X i  . Each token is an
array of couple { ap j , z i } j , where ap j will be the name of a place and zi an expression. We
add also an input-output place index_ap (with integer as its type) which will index ap
occurrences. The initial marking of index_ap is 1.
The last necessary transformation, to reach the Dynamic net, is now:
-

We add index_ap(ind) to the preset of rt and index_ap(ind+1) to its postset

-

We add an input-output place p_ap_ini to rt with the initial marking { ap 1 , z i }i 1... k

-

We add an input place p_ap_outi to rt with the initial marking

-

We add to the preset of rt: p_ap_ini(Xi). The Xi is evaluated to the token stored in
p_ap_ini of the form :   ap 1 , z i  ,  ,  ap j , z i   , i  1..k

-

We add to the preset of rt: p_ap_outi(Yi). The Yi is evaluated to the token stored in
p_ap_ini of the form :   ap 0 , wi  ,  ,  ap j , wi   , i  1..l

-

We add to the postset of

rt : p _ ap _ in i ( X i , ( ap

-

We add to the postset of

rt : p _ ap _ out i (Yi , ( ap

ind

  a p , w 
1

i

i  1 .. l

, z i )), i  1..k

ind

, w i )), i  1..l

For each transition in t i (for which ap will be added as an input place, with zi as input
expression), we do the following:
-

In the preset of in t i we add: { ap j  z j  /  ap j , z j   X i } j 1..

For each transition out i (for which ap will be added as an output place, with wi as output
expression), we do the following:
-

In the preset of out i we put: { ap j  w j  /  ap j , w j   Yi } j 1..

Finally, it is clear that the encoding now depends on the marking of the Net. We allow the
rt to create n_ap new places ap. To insure this, we can add a new input place max to rt
initially marked n_ap ( M 0  m ax   n _ ap ). We add max(•) in the preset of rt. The created
places  a p j  must be initialized now, and to insure this we add a transition in the internal net
j
called init_mark, such that: init _ m ark : ap  x   ap ind ( x ) .
The correct encoding will be as follows (Figure 6):
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  SYN

 ( PF N
i

1

_ in i , , n e w _ in i , p s y n _ in i  

.. k

i

 m a x  { p

SYN

_ outi , , new _ outi , psyn _ outi  

1 .. l

_ a p _ in1 ,  , p _ a p _ in k , p _ a p _ o u t1 ,  , p _ a p _ o u t l }

  in d e x _ a p  , T F N

  ts yn

_ in i  

i1 .. k

i

 ts yn

_ o u t i )

1 .. l

( F o r i  1 .. k ,
in t i :  , n e w _ in i

•

  , n e w _ in i

 •   p s y n _ in i

ts yn _ in i : n e w _ in i

•.

•.

F o r i  1..l ,

•

o u t i :  , n ew _ o u ti

•.

  , n ew _ o u ti

•

ts yn _ o u t i : n e w _ o u t i

 p syn _ o u ti

•.

F o r e a c h t i  T F N / ( a p    a p ),
ti :   

 x1  ,

r t : in _ r t1

 , in _ r t n

• ,

p s y n _ in t1

 xn  ,

 , p s y n _ in t k

• ,

 n e w _ in1  ,  , S Y N _ in k

S Y N _ in1

p s y n _ o u t1

• ,

 , psyn _ outl

S Y N _ o u t1
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p _ a p _ in1

 X 1  , ,

• ,

,

_ in k

• ,
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,

 X k ,

p _ a p _ o u t1  Y1  ,  , p _ a p _ o u t l
m ax
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 Yl  ,

in d e x _ a p (in d ) 

{ ( a p  ,

  ts yn
i
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1 .. k

 ts yn

_ out i  

 in it

_ m a rk  )

i1 . . l

( F o r i  1..k ,
in t i :  in t i , { a p

 z  /  ap

j

j

j
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•

, z

j



• 
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• .
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•
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x

j

•
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j
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i
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•.

•.
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1

   n e w _ o u t n _ ap

l

,

in d e x _ a p  1  ,
)

Figure IV.6. The final Dynamic net
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2.2

Example of an encoding

Let consider the example of Figure IV.7. In this example, we consider that all places have
the same type T. x is a variable in T. b is a constant in T. The initial marking of the net is
M0=p3(b+b). In this FN, the firing of rt will add a new place ap with an initial markin <a>.
this place has an input transition int with an expression <x> and an output transition out with
an expression <b>.
int
p3 <x>
out

<b>

p1

<x>

<x>

<b>

<b>
p2

rt

p4

 ap,

 a ,

  in t ,

 x   , {  o u t ,

 b  }



Figure IV.7. Example of a Flexible Net.

Applying the transformation rules presented above, we will obtain the net presented in the
Figure IV.8.
int0
p3 <x>

p1(b)

<b>
psyn_in

<x>

<x>

0

new_in
tsyn_in0
tsyn_out0

0

out
<b>
p4

new_out0

<new_inj>

SYN_in

<new_outj>

psyn_out

rt

<b>
p2

 int

1

SYN_out
1

1

, tsyn _ in , out , tsyn _ out

1



new_int1
new_out1

Figure IV.8. Transformation of the example.
In Figure IV.8, int 1 is the transition: p 3  x  , ap  x  , new _ int 1  •   p 1  b  , new _ int 1  •  , so
we can write it
Int :  (int ) / { new _ in }, ap  b  , new _ in
1

0

tsyn _ in

1

0

1

 •    int 0   / { new _ in 0 }, new _ in 1  • 

.

1

is the transition: new _ in (•)  psyn _ in (•) .

1

out is the transition: p  x  , new _ out 1  •   p ( b ), ap  b  , new _ out 1  •  .
3
4

So we can write it :
out :  (out ) / { new _ out }, new _ out
1

tsyn_out

0

1

0

1

 •    out 0   / { new _ out 0 }, ap  b  , new _ out 1  • 

.

1

is the transition: new _ out (•)  psyn _ out (•) .

The encoding of this net is the following (Figure 9):
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 ( p1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , S YN _ in , n ew _ in , p syn _ in , S YN _ o u t , , n ew _ o u t , p syn _ o u t , ,
j

j

 rt , in t , o u t , tsyn _ in , tsyn _ o u t )
 {in t : p  x  , n ew _ in  •   p ( b )  , n ew _ in  •  .
j

j

/ / extern a l n et in itia lly 0 firin g o f rt

j0

j

j

j

3

1

tsyn _ in : n ew _ in

• 

j

j

o u t : p 3 ( x ), n ew _ o u t
tsyn _ o u t : n ew _ o u t

j

p syn _ in  •  .

• 

• 

j

p 4 ( b ), n ew _ o u t



 a p ,

j

j

{in t , o u t , tsyn _ in‟,

({in t :  (in t
j

j 1



) / n ew _ in

tsyn _ in‟ : n ew _ in
o u t :  (o u t
j

j 1

j

• 

j 1

,
tsyn _ o u t‟} 



j

j 1

p syn _ o u t  •  , S YN _ o u t ( n ew _ o u t

j 1

)

th

/ / in tern a l n et j firin g o f rt

j  j 1

 , a p  x  , n ew _ in  •   (in t
j

j 1



 , n ew _ in  •  ,

)  / n ew _ in

j 1



 , a p  b  , n ew _ o u t  •  ,

j

p syn _ in  •  .

) / n ew _ o u t

tsyn _ o u t‟ : n ew _ o u t

•.

p syn _ o u t  •  .

rt : p1  x  , p syn _ in  •  , S YN _ in n ew _ in
{

j

• 

j 1

 , n ew _ o u t  •   (o u t
j

j 1

)  / n ew _ o u t

j 1

j

p syn _ o u t  •  .

},
ap  a 

/ / in itia l m a rkin g o f in tern a l n et

)
} , n ew _ in  •  , n ew _ o u t  •  , p 2  b  .

/ / o th er elem en ts in th e p o stset o f rt

},
P1 ( b  b ), n ew _ in (•), S YN _ in (  ), n ew _ o u t (•), S YN _ o u t (  ).
0

0

/ / in itia l m a rkin g o f extern a l n et

)

Figure IV.9. Indexed DN for the example.

We eliminate indices and we take for example n_ap=3. We will have the DN (Figure 10) :
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 ({ p1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , S YN _ in , n ew _ in , p syn _ in , S YN _ o u t , n ew _ o u t , p syn _ o u t ,
m a x , p _ a p _ in , p _ a p _ o u t , in d ex _ a p } ,

 rt ,

in t , o u t , tsyn _ in , tsyn _ o u t )

 {in t : p  x  , n ew _ in  •  
3

p 1 ( b  , n ew _ in  •  .

tsyn _ in : n ew _ in  •   p syn _ in  •  .
o u t : p 3 ( x ), n ew _ o u t  •   p 4 ( b ), n ew _ o u t  •  .
tsyn _ o u t : n ew _ o u t  •   p syn _ o u t  •  .
rt : p1  x  , p syn _ in  •  , S YN _ in  n ew _ in  ,

p syn _ o u t  •  , S YN _ o u t ( n ew _ o u t ),

p _ a p _ in  X  , p _ a p _ o u t  Y  , m a x (•), in d ex _ ap (in d ) 
{n   a p  , {in t , o u t , tsyn _ in , tsy n _ o u t} 
({in t : p 3  x  ,{ a p

 x  / (ap j ,

j

x )  X } j 1 ..3 , n ew _ in  •   p 1 ( b ), n ew _ in  •  .

tsyn _ in : n ew _ in  •   p syn _ in  •  .
o u t : p 3 ( x ), n ew _ o u t  •   p 4 ( b ),{ a p

j

w /

( a p , w )  Y } j 1 ..3 , n ew _ o u t  •  .
j

tsyn _ o u t : n ew _ o u t  •   p syn _ o u t  • 
in it _ m ark : a p  x   a p

in d

( x)

/ / to in itia lise th e m a rkin g o f a p

in d

},
a p  a )

/ / to in itia l m a rkin g o f a p

},
p 2  b  , n ew _ in  •  , n ew _ o u t  •  , in d ex _ ap (in d  1),



 ap

p _ a p _ in X ,

in d  1

, z

 ,



p _ ap _ out Y ,

 ap

in d  1

,w

.

/ / a lso p o stset o f rt

},
P1 ( b  b ), m a x (•  •  •),
p _ a p _ in

 ap , x  , p _ ap _ out  ap , w  ,
1

1

 n ew _ in  n ew _ in  n ew _ in  ,
_ o u t  n ew _ o u t  n ew _ o u t  n ew _ o u t  .
1

n ew _ in (•), S YN _ in
n ew _ o u t (•), S YN

2

1

3

2

3

in d ex _ a p  1 

/ / m a rkin g o f th e extern a l n et

)

Figure IV.10. DN for the example.

2.3

Simulation on the example

In the FN of Figure IV.7 (or Figure IV.11): The initial marking is: s 0  p 3  b  b   .
Let fire int twice:
s0 

int

s1   p 3 (b )  

int

s 2   p1 ( b  b )  .

Now let fire rt twice (see Figure IV.12):
s2 

rt

s 3  p 2 ( b ), ap ( a ) 
1

rt

s 4  p 2 ( b  b ), ap

1

a,
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int
p3 <x>
out

<b>

p1

<x>

<x>

<b>

<b>
p2

 ap ,

rt

p4

 a ,

  int ,

 x   , { out ,  b  }



Figure IV.11. The model before firing rt.

ap2

<x>
p3

<x> int <b>

<b>
out
<b>
p4

<x>

p1
<x>

<x>

 ap ,

rt

<b>

<b>
p2

1

ap

  int ,

 a ,

 x   , { out ,  b  }

Figure IV.12. The model after firing rt twice.
In the Dynamic Net :
s 0 ‟   D N , { p 3 ( b  b ), m a x  3  , p _ a p _ in
n e w _ in (•), S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in  n e w _ in
0

1

SYN _ out (new _ out  new _ out
1

2

  ap

2

n e w _ in (•), S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in  n e w _ in

2

1

1

,x



,w ,

0

 ,

p _ ap _ out

  ap

1

,w

,

 n e w _ in ),
3

n e w _ o u t (•), S Y N _ o u t ( n e w _ o u t  n e w _ o u t
1

s 1 ‟   D N , { p 3 ( b ), p1 ( b ), m a x  3  , p _ a p _ in

in t

1

3

  ap



 ap

 n e w _ in ), n e w _ o u t (•),
3

s 0 ‟   D N , { p 3 ( b  b ), m a x  3  , p _ a p _ in

0



, x  , p _ ap _ out

 n e w _ o u t ), in d e x _ a p  1 } 

Firing int twice:
0

1

2

  ap

 n e w _ o u t ), in d e x (1)} 
3

1

,x

,

p _ ap _ out

  ap

1

,w

,

n ew _ in (•), S YN _ in ( n ew _ in  n ew _ in  n ew _ in ),
0

1

2

3

n ew _ o u t (•), S YN _ o u t ( n ew _ o u t  n ew _ o u t  n ew _ o u t ), in d ex (1)} 
0



in t

1

2

3

s 2 ‟   D N , { p1 ( b  b ), m a x  3  , p _ a p _ in

n e w _ in (•), S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in  n e w _ in
0

1

2

1

,x

,

p _ ap _ out

  ap

1

,w

,

 n e w _ in ),
3

n e w _ o u t (•), S Y N _ o u t ( n e w _ o u t  n e w _ o u t
0

  ap

1

2

 n e w _ o u t ), in d e x (1)} 
3

Firing rt: before firing rt, we must fire tsyn_in,


tsyn _ in , tsyn _ o u t

p _ a p _ in

s 3 ‟   D N , { p1 ( b  b ), m a x  3  ,

  ap

1

,x

 ,

p _ ap _ out

  ap

1

,w

p syn _ in (•), S YN _ in ( n ew _ in  n ew _ in
1

2

 ,
 n ew _ in ),

p syn _ o u t (•), S YN _ o u t ( n ew _ o u t  n ew _ o u t
1

3

2

 n ew _ o u t ), in d ex (1)} 
3
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 in t

s4  D N T 

rt

{ p1  b  , p 2

  ap

1

1

 

{ p1  b  , p 2

 b  , m ax  2  ,

S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in
n e w _ in



rt

{ p2

1

 •  , new

1

1

 in t

1

1

,w

p _ a p _ in

  ap

,x

  ap

1

 ,
 n e w _ in ),

2

3

 •  , new

_ in

1

 •  , in d e x  2  , a p  a }

1

 

 ,

2

, x , ap , x

1

2

,

1

,

  ap

p _ ap _ out



1

 

2

, w , ap , w

,

 n e w _ o u t ),
3



1

1

2

1

2

, ts yn _ in , o u t , ts yn _ o u t , in t , in it _ m a rk , o u t , in it _ m a rk

 ,  ap

s6‟  D N 
1

1

1

 •  , a p 1  a  , in d e x  2 }

3

2

_ in ( n e w _ in

1

, ts yn _ in , o u t , ts yn _ o u t , in it _ m a rk

p _ a p _ in

S Y N _ o u t ( n e w _ o u t ), a p

in it _ m a r k

  , SYN

 

, x , ap , x

3

_ in

  ap

  ap

2

3

  ap

1

, x

 ,  ap

3

,w

 b  , m a x  1  , p _ a p _ in

p _ ap _ out



2

1

 n e w _ o u t ), n e w _ in

2

1

1

 n e w _ in ), S Y N _ o u t ( n e w _ o u t

2

s5‟  D N 

b

 in t

s4‟  D N T 

1

p _ a p _ in

, w , ap , w

SYN _ out (new _ out

in it _ m a r k

1

, ts yn _ in , o u t , ts y n _ o u t , in it _ m a rk

b  , m ax  2  ,

p _ ap _ out



1

 in t

 ,  ap

2

,x

1

2

1

,w

a ,

ap

 ,  ap
 ,

2

3

 ,

, x

 ,  ap

3

, x

 ,
3

_ in

 •  , new

2

1

_ in

2

 •  , in d e x  3 }

2

, o u t , in t , in it _ m a rk , o u t , in it _ m a rk

 ,  ap

,x

,

p s y n _ in (•), S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in ),

 a  , new

1

2

2

p _ ap _ out

  ap

3

1

,w

 ,  ap

2

,w

2

,

{ p2

 ,  ap

3

,w

b



 b  , m a x 1  ,

,

3

p s y n _ in (•), S Y N _ in ( n e w _ in ), S Y N _ o u t ( n e w _ o u t ),
ap

1

a,

ap

2

 a  , new

_ in

2

 •  , new

_ in

2

 •  , in d e x  3 }



We see in this simulation that:
In the FN model:

s0 

in t

s2 

rt

s3 

tsyn _ in , tsyn _ out

s 3‟ 

rt

s 4‟ 

in t

s1 

rt

s4

In the DN model:
s0‟ 

int

The set

s1 ‟ 

 s

0,

int

s2‟ 

s 0 ‟ ,

s

s ‟ ,

1, 1

s

2,

s 2‟ ,

s

3,

s5‟ ,

init _ mark 1

s

4,

s5‟ 

rt

s 6‟ 

 contains

s7‟

init _ mark 2

s7‟

pairs of states that represent

equivalent markings. This set can be a subset of a bisimulation between the two models.
2.4

Correction of the encoding

Let N be a Flexible Net and ND its encoding as a Dynamic Net. Let rt be the reconfigure
transition in N, let  ap , m 0  ap  ,  ap , ap ,   be the label of rt.  ap  {int i }i 1.. n and
ap   { out i }i 1.. n . Let rt be the transition that creates internal net in ND (and so it encodes the rt
in N), let {int ij }i 1.. n ; j  0.., n _ ap be the set of transitions that encode the set °ap, and let
j
{ out i }i 1.. m , j  0 ,.., n _ ap be the set of transitions that encode the set ap°. We will denote by SN(p)
the marking of a place pN. We will denote by S D N  p  the marking of a place p  N D .
We consider that the encoding of N into ND can be seen as a transformation  that
associates to each name in N an image (some name) in ND. This transformation is defined as
following:
   rt   rt , init _ m ark s  . init _ m ark s is the only firable transition in the set
,
 int _ m ark j 
j  1,.., n _ ap
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 For all p  N /  ap  ,   p   p ,
 For each apj created at the jth firing of rt,   ap j   ap j ,
 For each t  N / ( rt     ap    ap ) ,   t   t .
 For i=1..k, for each int i   ap ,  int i   int is .

 int 
j
i

i  1.. n ; j  0 ,.., n _ ap

j

i

i  1..n ; j  0 ,..,n _ ap

is the only firable transition in the set

,

 For i=1..l, for each out i  ap ,  out i   int i s .

 out 

s

in t i

outi

s

is the only firable transition in the set

.

Semantics of the two formalisms
We propose two LTS (Labeled Transition Systems) SN, SND that represent the operational
semantics of the two formalisms.
S N  ( St N , L bl N ,  N )

where:

StN: is the set of reachable markings {sN} for N,
LblN is a labeling function, LblN : NTNames. For each t  N T , Lbl N ( t )  t .
 N : St N 

a

St N

; aLblN(NT).

S N D  (S t N D , Lbl N D ,  N D )

where :

StND is the set of reachable markings {sND} for ND.
LblND: NDTNames. For each tNDT, such that there is t‟NT and   t‟   t , LblND(t)=t
otherwise Lbl N D (t)   (denoting non observable action),
 N D : St N D 

a

St N D a  L bl N D ( N D T )

.

Equivalency between states:
A state sNStN is equivalent to a state sNStDN, and we write it sNsND iff :
For each pN, we have : sN(p)=sND( (p))

Proposition (Bisimilarity between a FN and its encoding as a DN):
Let N be an FN that contain a reconfigure transition that adds a place and ND its
encoding. Let S N  ( St N , L bl N ,  N ) and S N D  (S t N D , Lbl N D ,  N D ) their two LTSs
respectively. We denote by * a sequence of labels (eventually empty), denoting a sequence
of non-observable actions.
 For each two states sN and sND, such that sNsND, we have
s N  s N ‟ iff s N D 
t

 *  t 

s N D ‟ such that s N ‟  s N D ‟

 For each two states sN and sND, such that sNsND, we have
s ND  

*  t 

s N D ‟ iff s N  s N ‟ such that s N  s N D
t

Proof:
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We present the proof of the second equivalency. We will adopt an induction method to
prove the bisimilarity between the two models.
Proof 1:
Firstly, we prove the equivalence between the two initial states sN0 and sND0.
We have sN0sND0 because:
 ap is not yet created
 s N 0  p   s N D 0 (  p  ) . For all pN, because the encoding as presented doesn‟t modify
the marking of places of the FN.
   int i   int i 0  , i  1..k ;
   out i    out i 0  , i  1..l ;
Now, we prove: s N D 0  t * T  t  s N D 1 iff s N 0  t s N 1 such that

s N  s ND
1

1

Firing rt:
In the dynamic net:
In ND, to fire rt, the silent transitions {tsyn_ini}i=1..k{tsyn_outi}i=1..l must be fired first.
This will make  out i0 
int i0  never firable after. Now firing rt will do the following:
i  1.. k ;






i  1.. l ;

For each p   rt , s D N  p   s D N 0  p     p , rt  .
For each p  rt  , s D N 1  p   s D N 0  p     rt , p  .
1

A place ap marked m0(ap) is added.
New transitions  int i1 
are added with ap1 as an input places.
i  1.. k

 out 

are added with ap1 as an output places.



New transitions



New firable transition init _ m ark is added with the preset ap(x) and the postset
ap1(x.)

1

i

i 1.. l

1

Firing init _ m ark 1 will make s D N 1  ap 1   m 0 ( ap )
In the Flexible net:
In N, firing rt adds ap1. s N 1  ap 1  



m 0 ap

1

s

1
DN

 ap  .
1



For each p   rt , s N 1  p   s N 0  p     p , rt   s D N 1  p   s D N 1 (  p  ) .



For each

p  rt  , s N

1

 p 

sN

0

 p     rt , p  

sD N

1

 p 

s D N (
1

 p ) .

Also, the firability of  int i1 
in NDN depends only on the firability of  int i  i 1.. k in N,
i  1.. k
because the input-output places  new _ in i1 
are marked one and never disturb the firing of
i 1.. k
1
1
int i  . Idem for  out i  .
i  1.. k

i 1.. k
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Firing transitions inti0 or outi0:
In ND, firing inti0 will update the marking of   int i 0  and  int i 0   in the same manner
that firing inti will update the marking of °(inti) and (inti)° in N. The marking of
0
 new _ in i  i 1..k stills always 1. Idem for o u t i .
Conclusion:

sN  s ND
1

1

Proof 2: Now, we prove the general case: for all sN, sND.
Let consider that N is the net at the sth reconfiguration. In this net, we have s places
 ap j  which were added as input places for  int i i 1..k , and as output places for  out i  i 1..l .
j  1..s

Let consider that ND is the net at the sth reconfiguration. The ND that satisfies sNsND must
insure:


It contains  int i j 

i  1.. k ; j  0..s

because  new _ in i s 

int 
s

i



i 1.. k

i  1.. k ; j  0..s

It contains  out i j 

i  1.. k ; j  0..s

  out i  i 1..l   out i

s



int 
s

i

i 1.. k

will be never firable,

. {  ap j } j1..s   int i s 

transitions in which  out i j 

i  1.. k ; j  0..s

i 1.. l

i  1.. k ; j  0..s  1

will still marked () (0 black token) forever. Only

are firable.   int i  i 1.. k 

because  new _ out i s 



transitions in which  int i j 

i  1.. k ; j  0..s 1

i  1.. k

will be never firable,

will still marked () forever. Only  out i s 

. {  ap j } j1..s   (out i s ) 

i 1.. l

.

i  1.. l

are firable.

.

For all p  N , s N  p   s N D (  p  ) .
We want to prove that s N  s N D implies that: s N D   *  t  s N D ‟ iff s N  t s N ‟ such that

sN ‟  s ND ‟

Firing rt:
In the dynamic net:
In ND, to fire rt, the silent transitions  tsyn _ in i  i 1..k   tsyn _ out i  i 1..l must be fired
s
  int i 
first. This will make  out is 
never firable after. Now firing rt will do the
i 1.. k
i 1.. l
following:


For each p   rt , s D N s 1  p   s D N s  p     p , rt  .



For each p  rt  , s D N s 1  p   s D N s  p     rt , p  .



A place ap marked m0(ap) is added.



New transitions  int i s 1 



New transitions  out i s 1 

i  1.. k

i  1.. l

are added, with aps+1 as an input places.
are added, with aps+1 as an output places.
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New firable transition init _ m ark s 1 is added with the preset ap(x) and in the postset
ap

s 1

x

Firing init _ m ark s 1 will make s D N s 1  ap 1   m 0 ( ap )
In the Flexible net:
In N, firing rt adds aps+1. s N s 1  ap s 1   m 0  ap   s D N s 1  ap s 1   s D N s 1 (  ap s 1 ) .


For each p   rt , s N s 1  p   s N s  p     p , rt   s D N s 1 (  p  ) .



For each p  rt , s N s 1  p   s N s  p     rt , p   s D N s 1  p   s D N s 1 (  p  ) .

Also, the firability of  int is 1 
in NDN depends only on the fire-ability of  int i  i 1.. k in
i 1.. k
N, because the input-output places  new _ in is 1 
are marked one and never disturb (while
i  1.. k
s 1
rt is not fired) the firing of  int is 1 
.
. Idem for  out i 
i 1.. k

i  1.. k

Firing transitions intis or outis:
In ND, firing in t is will update the marking of   int i s  and  int i s   in the same manner that
firing in t i will update the marking of  (in t i ) and (in t i )  in N at the s reconfiguration of the net.
The marking of  new _ in i s 
stills always 1 (while  tsyn _ in i s 
are not fired). Idem for
i 1..k
i  1.. k
s
outi .
Conclusion:

sN

s 1

 s ND

s 1

Until now, we have presented the encoding of one behavior (adding a place) into the
Dynamic nets, and we have proposed a proof of the equivalence between the Flexible net
model and its encoding into Dynamic nets. The rest of this chapter will present the encoding
of the other behaviors into Dynamic nets, or into Colored Petri nets (if it is possible).

3

Adding a Transition in the Flexible Net

To add a transition at, we must have in the FN some reconfigure transition that when fired
it adds this transition (Figure 13).
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt ( at ,  at , at ,  )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.13. Adding a transition
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3.1

The encoding

In Figure IV.13, we have a transition rt, with °rt (resp. rt°) represents the input places
(resp. the output places) of rt. When rt is fired, a new transition at is added to the net. The
new transition added will have some input places °at and their input expressions: (°at, at),
and some output transitions at°, and their output expressions: (at, °at). Places in °at, and in
at° are not new places but they existed in the original net. Suppose that:
 rt   in _ rt1 ,  , in _ rt n  is the set of input places of rt and  x1 ,  , x n  are respectively their
associated output expressions, for each i1..n, (in_rti,rt)=xi. Suppose that:
rt    out _ rt1 ,  , out _ rt m  is the set of output places for rt and  y1 ,  , y m  are
respectively their associated input expressions; for each i1..n, (rt, out_rti)=yi. The initial
marking of the net is M0, the set of transition is TFN   i  t i    rt  where only rt is a
reconfigure transition, the set of places in the original FN is PFN.
Let  inp 1 ,  , inp k   PFN be the places for which at will be added as an input transition
with respectively  z1 ,  , z k  as expressions such that: for each i1..k, (at, inpi)=zi. For each
place inp i   inp 1 ,  , inp k  , let °(inpi) and (inpi)° be respectively their input and output
transitions (before starting the transformations).
Let  outp 1 ,  , outp l   PFN be the places for which at will be added as an output
transition with respectively  w1 ,  , w l  as expressions such that: for each i1..l, ( outpi,
at)=wi. For each place outp i   outp 1 ,  , outp l  , let °(outpi) and (outpi)° be respectively
their input and output transitions (before starting the transformations).
Dynamic Nets allow the creation of new transition during runtime. When rt is fired it
adds at to  (inp i0 ) , and to  (inp i0 ) . This effect can be encoded directly into Dynamic nets. The
following specification (Figure 14) does the necessary:
 (P

FN

,T

FN

)

(
F o r each t i  T F N : t i :   
rt : in _ rt1  x1  ,  , in _ rt n

 xn 


{
{ a t : in p 1 ( z 1 ), ..., in p k ( z k )  o u tp 1 ( z 1 ), ..., o u tp l ( z l )} ,
o u t _ rt1

 y1  ,

 , o u _ rt m

 ym  ,

}
M

0

)

Figure IV.14. Adding a transition (The encoding)

In this specification, once rt is fired it will create the internal transition at.
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4

Adding an Arc in the Flexible Net

To add an arc, we must have in the FN some reconfigure transition that when fired it adds
this arc (Figure 15).
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt ( a ,  a , a ,  )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.15. Adding an arc
4.1

The encoding

In Figure IV.15, we have a transition rt, with °rt (resp. rt°) represents the input places
(resp. the output places) of rt. When rt is fired, a new arc a is added to the net. The new arc
added will have an input node (transition or place) °a and its input expression: (°a, a), and
one output node (place or transition) a°, and its output expression: (a, °a). °a and a° are not
new nodes but they existed in the original net. Suppose that:  rt   in _ rt1 ,  , in _ rt n  is the
set of input places of rt and  x1 ,  , x n  are respectively their associated output expressions so
for each i1..n, (in_rti,rt)=xi, rt    out _ rt1 ,  , out _ rt m  is the set of output places for rt
and  y1 ,  , y m  are respectively their associated input expressions so for each i1..n, (rt,
out_rti)=yi. The initial marking of the net is M0, the set of transition is TFN   i  t i    rt 
where only rt is a reconfigure transition, the set of places in the original FN is PFN.
Suppose that a=(p,t) is the arc to be added. To encode this behavior in Petri Nets, we
propose to decompose this behavior in two behaviors which must be executed in an atomic
sequence:
Firstly we will delete the place p from the net,
Secondly we add a new place ap such that: °ap=°p and ap°=p°{t}.
The place ap which has replaced the place p in the net has a connection (ap,t), so the arc a
is added to the net. The encoding of the removing of a place will be presented bellow, and it
must never use the present behavior in its encoding, (either else, we will have an infinite loop
when encoding a net).
We propose two reconfigure transitions (Figure 16). The first one rt1 will delete the place
p, and the second one rt2 will add the place ap.
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in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt1 (  p )

rt 2 ( ap , m ( p ),  p , p   {t },  )

…

out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.16. Transformation to add an arc a=(p,t)
To ensure that the two behaviors will be executed in an atomic sequence, we must oblige
that no event can occurs once the sequence starts until the sequence finishes. The first
transition must block all transition in the net once it starts its execution. The second transition
will liberate all the blocked transitions. We can realize this by adding a set of places (with the
number of transitions in the net) which will be initially marked 1 black token, and that must
block all transition, once rt1 is fired. When the transition rt2 will be fired, it will allow the
firing of the blocked transitions. This is an easy synchronization mechanism that can be
applied here.
On the Figure IV.16, the behavior of rt2 can be encoded as done in section 2. The behavior
of rt1 will be presented in the next section.

5

Deleting a Place from the Flexible Net

To delete a place, we must have in the FN some reconfigure transition that when fired it
deletes this place (Figure 17).

in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt (  p )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.17. deleting a place
5.1

The encoding

Let p be a place to be deleted when rt is fired. Let °p be the set of input transitions for p
and p° the set of output transitions for p. The important effect of deleting p is on p°. Once rt is
fired, p will be deleted and the transitions in p° will no never have the input place p, and so
they will never have a condition depending on the marking of p, to be fired. The solution is to
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insure that the marking of p never forbid firing of p°. One can propose to replace all
transitions in p°={ti}i=1..n by the set of transitions { t i' }i=1..n, such that:
for each i=1..n, °( t i' )=°ti/{p}.
So the deleting of the place p is done in two steps:
Deleting all transition p°={ti}i=1..n
Adding the set of transitions : { t i' }i=1..n, such that:
for each i=1..n, ° t i' =°ti/{p}
and

'

t i °=ti°

The adding of transition is presented above, and the deleting of a transition is presented in
the next section.

6

Deleting a Transition from the Flexible Net

To delete a transition, we must have in the FN some reconfigure transition that when fired,
it deletes this transition (Figure 18).
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt (  t )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.18. Deleting a transition
6.1

The encoding

In Figure IV.18, the transition rt deletes the transition t when it is fired. When the
transition t is deleted, this means that the marking of places °t and the marking of places t°
will no more be affected by t. This can be seen, like if t will never been fired. To forbid the
firing of t once the transition rt is fired, one can propose that the firing of rt will block t by
adding an input place inp to the transition t, such that inp is not marked. The Figure IV.18 can
be transformed to the Figure IV.19 which will give the same behavior.
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt ( inp ,  , t ,  ,  ( inp , t )  bt )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.19. Transformation for deleting a transition
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In Figure IV.19, rt adds the place inp not marked as an input place to t and the expression
of the arc (inp,t) is one black token. Once added, the place inp forbids the firing of t, forever.

7

Deleting an Arc from the Flexible Net

To delete an arc, we must have in the FN some reconfigure transition that when fired it
deletes this arc (Figure 20).
in_rt1

…

in_rtn

rt (  a )

…
out_rt1

out_rtm

Figure IV.20. Deleting an arc
7.1

The encoding

To delete an arc a=(p,t), such that p is a place and t is a transition, we can proceed either :
deleting the place p from the net, and adding a place p‟ with the same marking of p, and
where : °p‟=°p, and p‟°=p°/{t};
or by deleting the transition t from the net, and adding a transition t‟ where : °t‟=°t/{p}, and
p‟°=p°;
To delete an arc a=(t,p), we can proceed with the same manner.

8

Conclusion

When we propose an extended version for a formalism, the most important question is: is
the new formalism able to be analyzed? As expressiveness power of the formalism becomes
important, as its analyzing becomes difficult. One of the proposed techniques to analyze
extended Petri nets was to transform the extended version to a classical one. Low level Petri
nets are characterized by their ability to be analyzed, and automatic tools exist for assist the
designer to do this analysis. As example, CPN (colored Petri nets) have been proved to be
equivalent to some complex representation of Petri nets. Algorithms to unfold CPN to PN are
proposed.
In this chapter, we have presented our contribution in the level of analyzing of the
proposed extended Petri nets. In this chapter, we have proposed an encoding (translation)
from the extended Petri nets (Flexible nets) defined in chapter three to another extended Petri
nets (Dynamic nets) proposed in the literature. The choice of Dynamic nets is due to the
expressive power of this last one, which makes it the more high level nets that can encode
Flexible nets. The choice of Dynamic nets is due also to the possibility of the transformation
of these last ones into Colored Petri Nets.
However, even the expressiveness of Dynamic nets as formalism for dynamic systems; we
were obliged to apply many transformations on the Flexible nets models before their encoding
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into Dynamic nets. In this encoding, we have consider the complex behavior offered in
Flexible nets (Adding nodes, deleting nodes), and we have proved that each one of this
behavior can be encoded into Dynamic nets, and so into Petri nets. This proves that the
Flexible nets save the semantics of Petri nets, and so it is a formal tool that can be analyzed
with the same techniques proposed to Petri nets. This result gives to the formalism another
advantage, other than making the design and the specification of reconfigurable systems
easier and softer.
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Reconfigurable systems are systems with a dynamic structure. Their structure changes as
they are executed. This class of systems can be found in many domains of our life. Mobile
robots used to explore hostile environment, mobile agents used in the internet or in distributed
systems, mobile nodes in a mobile wireless networks ... All this systems can be considered as
reconfigurable systems. The use of this system is in expansion for many reasons: their
efficiency, their abstractions for the designer, their flexibility ...These characteristics make
these systems in the kernel of many critical systems: aeronautics, military, medicine,
commerce... The design of these systems becomes a critical activity. Their reliability and their
correction are crucial. To insure the correction of these systems, formal methods seem to be
an adequate solution. Using formal methods, the designer specifies the system in a formal
language. A formal language has a well defined syntax, and formal semantics which allows
the verification of properties of the designed system. We found in the literature, many formal
methods.
Classical formal methods (proposed for classical systems) are well defined and are mature.
However, these classical formal methods have not the expressiveness to specify
reconfigurable systems. The use of the classical methods makes the designer‟s task a hard
task. Extended versions are proposed to deal with the idea of reconfigurable systems. In the
literature, we can find two principal classes: Processes algebra based methods, and statetransition based methods. Processes algebra methods are based on the CSS (Calculus of
Communicating Systems) [1] calculus. Extensions for CSS are focused on mobility. The
most important extensions that we can find are: -calculus [2, 3], in which we can specify
processes that communicate using channels which can be sent from one process to another,
HO--calculus [52] is a more reach extension, where processes (here called agents) are
mobile. In HO--calculus, agents can be sent via channels. The Join calculus [5] is another
extension of processes algebra calculi. The characteristic of the Join calculus is that it defines
the concept of location. Locations (locality) are important to specify mobility. The
introduction of locations in the join calculus makes the calculus more expressive and realistic.
The second class of methods can be found in extensions of Petri nets model. Petri nets are
an elegant model for concurrency. With its graphical representation and its formal
background, it was used to specify and verify concurrent multi-processes systems. The
classical model has not the power of expressiveness to deal with current aspects such as
mobility. To take benefits from the power of the model in mobility domains, several works
have been proposed. These works try to extend Petri nets with the same ability to specify
mobility (and more generally: reconfigurability). We can distinguish between extensions that
model mobility in an implicit way (no modification in the structure of the net), or in an
explicit way (the net reconfiguration models components mobility).

1

Comparison with Similar works

Research on the use of Petri nets to model systems with dynamic structure has provided
some remarkable results. The most important propositions are dedicated to mobile systems
and mobile agents. In PrN (Predicate/Transition nets) [25], mobile agents are modeled
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through tokens. These agents are transferred by transition firing from an environment to
another. In this work, the structure of the net does not change. The agents are represented as
token, so this abstraction does not allow representing some complex behavior of this kind of
agents. In [24], authors proposed MSPN (Mobile synchronous Petri net) as formalism to
model mobile systems and security aspects. They have introduced the notions of nets (an
entity) and disjoint locations to explicit mobility. A system is composed of set of localities
that can contain nets. To explicit mobility, specific transitions are introduced. Two kinds of
specific transitions were proposed: new and go. Firing a go transition moves the net from its
locality towards another locality. The destination locality is given through a token in an input
place of the go transition. In this work, mobility is not also explicit. Mobility is implicitly
modeled by the activation of some nets and the deactivation of other nets, using tokens.
Migration of an agent is modeled by the deactivation of the net modeling this agent in a
locality and the activation of the net that represents this same agent in the destination locality.
So, this is a kind of simulation of mobility. In nested nets [22], tokens can be Petri nets
themselves. This model allows some transition when they are fired to create new nets in the
output places. Nested nets are hierarchic nets where we have different levels of details. Places
can contain nets, and these nets can contain also nets as tokens in their places et cetera. So all
nets created when a transition is fired are contained in places. So the created nets are not in
the same level with the first net. This formalism is proposed to adaptive workflow systems.
In “reconfigurable net” [19], the structure of the net is not explicitly changed. No places or
transitions are added in runtime. The key difference with colored Petri nets is that firing
transition can change names of output places. Names of places can figure as weight of output
arcs. This formalism is proposed to model nets with fixed components but where connectivity
can be changed over time. In [26], PEPA nets are proposed, where mobile code is modeled by
expressions of the stochastic process algebra PEPA which play the role of tokens in
(stochastic) Petri nets. The Petri net of a PEPA net models the architecture of the net, which is
a static one. Mobile Petri nets (MPN) [20] extend colored Petri nets to model mobility. MPN
is inspired from join-calculus [5]. The output places of transition are dynamic. The input
expression of a transition defines the set of its output places.
In all these formalisms, the structure of the net is not changed and mobility is modeled
implicitly through the net‟s dynamic. In this model, an important work is required from the
modeler to model mobility implicitly. MPN are extended to Dynamic Petri Net (DPN) [20].
Mobility in DPN is modeled explicitly, by adding subnets when transitions are fired.
However, the Dynamic Petri nets formalism implies some constraints:
No transition without input places,
Added nets, to the original net, must not modify the input of an existing transition in the
original net,
We can‟t add a connection between two disconnected existing nodes,
and we cannot delete nodes (place, transition or connection).
Through this thesis, we have proposed some extensions to Petri nets that can be used to
model mobility (and in general reconfigurable systems). The most important one was the
Flexible nets. Flexible Nets is more flexible and more expressive and doesn‟t imply
constraints on the dynamic of the structure. We consider that Flexible Nets can be used by
reconfigurable systems developers with more flexibility than other formalisms. This is due to
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the feature that it models mobility explicitly through mobility of nodes in the Flexible Net.
Developers can encode mobile aspects of their system directly and explicitly in the FN
formalism.
The power of Petri nets resides in its verification methods. When extending Petri nets, we
reach some formalism with a high expressivity, but the analysis becomes more complex or
even impossible. Developers of new formalisms must propose analysis techniques. Mostly,
they are proposing some translation (or encoding) of their formalisms into some well-known
formalism or approach in modeling domain. Such translation allows the analysis of the new
formalism‟s models using techniques of well-known formalisms. The most famous encoding
can be found in the unfolding of Petri nets into automaton to apply model-checking, and then
the unfolding of CPN [31] (Colored Petri Nets) into PN [27] (Petri Nets) to analyze some
properties that are not analyzed on the CPN directly. We can find other works, in literature. In
[33], author authors studied equivalence between the join calculus [5] and different kinds of
high level nets. They proved the equivalence between Reconfigurable nets (RN) (an extension
version of PN) and the join calculus. This equivalence allows to interpret RN into join
calculus and to verify those using join-calculus tools. In [34], Petri nets nets are translated into
linear logic programming. This translation can be used to analyze Petri nets using prolog
model-checker. Author of [36] encoded Synchronous mobile nets (SMN) [24] into rewriting
logic [39]. This encoding allows the use of Maude [37] to verify SMN‟s specifications.
In this Thesis, we have proposed some methods to analyze models designed into our
proposed formalisms. We have presented firstly an automatic verification method that can be
used to analyze models. We have realized a tool that can depict the reachability tree of a
flexible net, and then some properties can be verified through this reachability tree. A most
important work was in the encoding (or unfolding) of flexible nets into Petri nets. In this
thesis, we have proposed an encoding of Flexible nets behaviors into Dynamic nets [20]. This
encoding was proved to be correct. The advantage of such encoding resides on the possibility
to encode Dyanmic nets into CPN (colored Petri Nets). So, Flexible nets can be translated into
CPN. Once translated into CPN, Flexible nets can be analyzed using CPN verification tools.

2

Perspectives

As perspectives of the current work, we consider that some important work can be done
through two axes. We propose three axes as open domains:
The experimentation of Flexible nets in the modeling of mobile systems: Mobile agents
systems, mobile networks, …This modeling work can proof the power of our formalism and
shows its shortcomings and so allow us to introduce necessary adaptations;
The work on automatic verification: The realized tool presented in chapter three is not yet
completed. The encoding presented in chapter four is formal and proved to be correct; so it is
possible to think for an automatic encoding. A third way is to think to encode Flexible nets
into rewriting logic. We have proposed an idea [46] to encode an extended Petri nets into a
specific Maude (that we have called R-Maude: reconfigurable Maude). We have presented a
specification of the R-Maude, but we have not done a complete realization of R-Maude (Only
a
simulator
through
a
network
was
realized).
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